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. Porsche dealer and _wife afe 
largest ®nors to UCF in 20 years 
. JASON IR·sAY 
- STAFF WRITER 
Fo_r most students, a ,doctorate . degree 
requires several years · of study a,n.d several 
thousand dollars'. for Al and Nancy Burnett of 
Orlando, honorary doctor.ate degrees in-com-
mercial scielice could be· theirs for $4.38 mil-
lion. . 
The UCFBoard of Trustees will vote togay 
whether. to award Al Burnett - a Porsche 
Premier Defiler, a distinctioll- bestowed on the 
top .10 percent of Porsche dealers nationwide 
- and his wife Nancy, a former English, speech 
arid ~.drama teacher, honorary doctorate 
degrees in recognition of t.heir financial gifts to 
UCF and the"community, . · 
. The ·Burnetts have contributed more than: 
$4.38 million since the late 1980's, making 
them the larg~st donors to UCF in the last 20 
years; Their contributions include $1-.48 million 
to construct the Honors College building that 
was completed last yet;tr and bears their name. 
In 1998, the Burnetts also gave $500,000 to 
build the university president's house - the 
largest single · donation ·toward constructiqn,_ of 
the $1.5 million, 8,500 square-foot hom_e. 
N~med- in their honor, the Burnett House 
INSIDE 
PLEASE SEE Donors · ON 3 
Dave would be disappointed -
Biggi·e-size 'value menu' not 9g cents on campus. 
'f 
. DUFFY HERY 
STAFF WRITER 
· Sbc years ago, when Heidi 
Stockamp earned her ~eaching 
degree from UCF, sh~ couldn't 
wait · to enter the classroom 
and engage ymmg adults in 
the wonders within the world 
of art. 
She knew it wasn't a 
lucrative profe~sibn. But that 
wasn't the point. 
· "You don't really . think 
. about the pay with teaching," 
she said . . "You kllow yoµ're 
only here-to be with the kids." 
. She went to work not far 
from the campus, at Oviedo 
High School 4J. the Seminole 
.Colinty public ·school district. 
And she loved her job. But 
. bother(\d by the growfug ~s­
parity fletween the hours . she 
spent worfilng and_ the dollars 
in her paycheck. 
· · ''After a while," she said, 
"I found that I was making the 
same as some of the .newer 
teachers in -Seminole County, 
[but] less than the bran9.-new 
teachers in Orange County." 
She's not alone in ·her dis-
satisfaction. 
Although many. of 
Florida's public· school dis-
tricts · are try:ili.g to raise 
teacher pay, starting ·salaries . 
in the state still rank 28th out 
of the 50 states, according to 
the , National Education 
PLEASE SEE Florida ON 3 
lai.lgating . touc~.down 
UCF fans: ·39,000 
.Visitors: 0 
KELLY .O'CONNOR 
· STAFF WRITER • 
This Saturday, _ 
UCF-'.will h9st a .huge · 
party. Well, technical-
ly; the UCF Knights are 
hosting the party. The 
football team's first home 
game of' the season pits 
the -· Knights ' against 
Liberty at the Cttrus Bowl, 
with _the Knights hoping to 
come away with their first win of 
the year. _ 
· :eut for many o(UCF's 39,.000 
students who plan to atten_d, -t}?-e-
outcome is irrelevant. It's the-tail- · 
gating that ·matters. 
Indeed, many students confine . 
their play to the , parking lots -that 
· surround the downtown .stadium 
and never even set foot inside to 
witness a single down. "They dqn't 
play quality teams, so therefore a · 
lack of competition and also a lack 
of recruiting are the result," sajd 
Geoffrey: Beane, ~ junior criminal 
justice major. "I never make it into 
the game." 
· / Nonetheless; Beane Will be · 
- stationed outside the stadium with 
- . On the rise 
his friends, exercising their 
right to engage in an annual' 
fall ritual. And for them, tailgat-
ing requires planning as precise as 
any strategy that might emerge 
from a coach's .playbook. 
''You can't be a lightweight if 
you plan on lasting all day," said 
Chris Muri>hy, a senio~ political sci-
PLEASE SEE Tailgating ON 21 
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The cost of a soda from one of the campus' many machines 
makes a drastic.jump. 
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. -Petition Pi_ck up: Sept. 2 - 9 (9am - 5pm) 
SGA Office; SU 214 
~ Declaration '1 of Cci-ndidacy: 
Sept. 9 - 11_ (9am - 5pml 
~ctive Camp~igning begins: Sept. 16 
' 
Candidate Forum: Sept. 26 
·(2pm - 3:30prri) in front of Pegasus Ball Room 
Primary Elections: Sept. 30 - Oct. 2 (Sam - 5pm). 
Run Off Elections: Oct. 7 - 9 (Sam - 5pm) 
For ·complete details,, please visit 
.... 
Meet with faculty and staff. representing 
UCF's more .than 70 ·master's, doct~ral, . 
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Donors give big bucks, earn an honorary degree 
FROM PAGE l 
serves as the residence for the 
President John Hitt, as ~ell as a 
venue for UCF-sponsor.ed social 
functions . 
. "That's the way it is offered 
at many universities. It's like gov-
ernment . housing," said Linda 
Gray, assistant vice president of 
university relations. 
The Burnett House, which is 
. considered a university building 
like . the campus' other academic 
structures, will remain after Hitt 
- leaves UCF and will serve as tQ.e 
home of future presidents. 
The Burnetts also · estab-
lished an eminent scholar chair in 
accounting in the - College of 
. Business Administration . 
Hitt nominated the couple for , 
their individual honorary doctor-
ate degrees. · 
In a letter to the Board-. of 
Trustees, Hitt wrote: 'We wish to 
recognize Al and Nancy Burnett 
for their philanthropy and unfail-
ing commitment to the University 
of Central Florida. 
"Their many and substantial 
contributions to the university 
merit the recognition that the 
awarding of an honorary doctor-
ate would give t}lem,'' he said. 
Universities typically award 
honorary degrees to distin-
guished citizens who have had 
success in their fields and have 
made significant financial contri-
butions to their schools. That is 
the case with the Burnetts, said 
Gray. 
"He's a very successful busi-
·nessman within the area of motor 
vehicle sales, and they have been 
extraordinarily generous to the 
O.rlando community," said Gray. 
Within the community, the 
Burnetts have supported UD!ted 
NATAllA ZULUAGA I CFF 
The home of UCF President John Hitt, above, also hosts UCF-sponsored social functions. Al and 
Nancy Burnett, who donated $500,000 toward its construction, may receive honorary degrees. 
Arts of Central Florida, American 
Cancer Society, United Way, 
Orlando Science Center and· the 
.Florida Sheriffs Boys Ranch. 
UCF has awarded 59 hon-
orary degrees since 1969 in the 
areas of business administration, 
commercial· science and public 
service. UCF awarded its most 
recent honorary doctorate in com-
mercial science to Amway 
founder and Orlando"Magic owner 
Richard De Vos. 
Past recipients orUCF hon-
orary degrees include author Elie 
Wiesel, Nobel Peace Prize winner 
Oscar Arias· and Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu. 
While recipients of such 
degrees are not required to . 
donate money to the university, 
many have given substantial dol-
lars to create new academic pro-
grams and underwrite new build-
ings. Past .donors have included 
local hotelier Harris Rosen, whQ 
finan_ced the university's hospital-
ity management program; 
Charles Millican, the namesa.Jfe of 
the UCF administration building, 
and Trevor Colbourn, for whom a 
classroom building is named. 
Florida teaching_salaries ranked 28th in nation 
FROM PAGE 1 each year in the state while there 
exist _1,188 vacancies for these 
Association. Florida'-s average teachers," says a report prepared 
starting pay of about $43,000 is for the trustees. At the same time, 
$10,000 less than the average Florida universities are projected 
starting salary in Connecticut, to graduate only 148 teachers in 
which ranks No. 1. _ science education despite 887 
That fact flows through cur- vacancies. (UCF saw a· similar 
rent political debates in Florida - trend in the nur:;;ing field and 
namely, the governor's race_- and started a comparable program 
underscores the struggle faced by this fall to address a -statewide 
schools to attract and retain ele- nursing shortage.) 
~ mentary- and secondary-school . In addition to filling those 
teachers in a variety of disciplines. teaching jobs, the goal of the new 
Hoping to help address the master's pr<;>gram - which was 
shortage of math and science unofficially launched this fall - is 
teachers in particular, the UCF to help retain · and prepare those 
Board of Trustees today is sched- · teachers . for future leadership 
uled to approve a new master's roles in the schools. · 
program designed to speed ~ore That policy offers just one 
math and science instructors into remedy for the woes affecting 
kindergarten through eig:µth- Florida's public schools. Another 
grade classrooms. will appear on the Nov. 5· ballot, 
"Currently, only 159 mathe- which · asks voters to decide 
matics educators are graduating whether overcrowded Classrooms 
should be limited to no more than 
22 students .. 
The controversial measure 
has- split the two gubernatorial 
candidates, who have made educa-
tion spending and reform a major 
part of their campaigni:;. 
Republican Gov. Jeb Bush opposes 
the limit on class sizes, which 
would require still more teachers 
and more classrooms to be built; 
Democratic candidate Bill 
McBride supports it. 
Teachers and educators also 
are split. 
"I t:Qink smaller class sizes 
are great . for teachers," said 
Principal Polly Roper, of Blankner 
Elementary Sc:Q.ool in the Orange 
County public school district, "but 
I'm worried that this might require 
the state to lower teachers' 
salaries more than they already 
are." 
Added Robert Lundquist, prin-
cipal of Oviedo High School: "While 
I think smaller class sizes are the 
. key to better educations, it would 
be extr~mely hard to fix schools 
that are already filled as is." 
Stockamp, however, sees the 
merits of the Idea. "I teach specific 
art classes that are meant to be 
more _one-on-one with students," 
she said. 'With 30 kids in my class-
es, and [teaching] two different 
classes at once, it gets really hard 
to help the ·students with their 
projects." 
Teacher turnover required 
Oviedo High School to hire 20 new 
teachers at the start of this school 
year, said Lundquist. "I feel 
Seminole and Orange counties 
haven't had any trouble [filling 
jobs] because of the strong com-
munity and the local college: 
However, I've heard that there has 
been a problem with hiring in 
other districts." 
Stockamp still loves her job 
teaching students how to draw a 
figure or shape something magical 
out of clay. But the current educa-
tion debates - not to mention her 
own financial needs and desires -
keep her focused on a professional 
outlook that, for her, is uncertain. 
Her classrooms are still jammed 
with as many as 35 students in a 
day that requires her to teach 
eight -0.iff erent classes squeezed 
into six class periods. And her 
salary is not climbing as fast a:s 
she would like. "You start getting 
upset with the hard work you put 
into the job to only get· a little 
back," .she said. 
"I believe that if it wasn't for 
. the principal and the school I'm at, 
I would have probably already left 
the teaching field," she said. "If 
changes aren't made soon, in five 
years I may have to either teach 
college-level or work out of state." 
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THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN. -
. At just $15,999, the all new Ti~uron gives you exhilarating performance. Plus standard 
features like dual . front airbags> front side airbags~ air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo with 
. .. . ~ 
CD, power windows, door locks an~ heated_ mir_rors, (ruise control, alloy wheels, and the 
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Be.cause this is one car that hates to sit still. · 
BOB DANCE 
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD 
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Late nights for · Knight owls Coffee ala mode 
KRISTIN DAVIS 
STAFF WRITER 
UCF students tired of 
doing the same repetitive 
activities on the weekends 
now have a new option avail-
able once a month that might 
help them to break out of 
their normal weekend rut. 
After several months of 
planning, the Office of 
Student Activities (OSA) has 
developed a new program 
called · Late Knight. Each 
month they plan to offer a 
new and unique experience 
for UCF students completely 
free of charge . 
The first Late Knight will 
take place after UCF's first 
home football game coordi-
nated as a football themed 
event. The activities will 
include comedian Craig 
Carmean, local DJ Mik e.j., 
karaoke, inflatable games, 
the movie Water Boy and a 
midnight breakfast buffet. 
The stor.es and fast food 
places located in the Student 
Union will remain open for 
their normal hours during 
this event, with the exception 
of Wackadoo's, which will 
remain open later offering 
students free games of pool. 
Although this event is 
jus·t being introduced to UCF, 
it has been successful at sev-
eral other universities for 
some time now. UCF is follow-
ing in- the footsteps of the 
University of Florid~, the 
University of West Virginia 
and Penn State that have 
developed programs similar 
to · Late Knight for their stu- . 
xpect people coming in 
from the clubs just in time 
for our midnight buffet, to 
grab some (re~ food after 
thei_r night on the town . 
dents. 
Each Late Knight, follow-
ing the first one, will run from 
9 p.m. until.2 a.m. The second 
and third Late Knight events 
will be on Oct. 18 and Nov. 15. 
The location of the events will 
rotate monthly between the 
Student Union and the 
Recreation and Wellness 
Center. 
OSA received a special 
grant from UCF in order to 
"fund the program, which 
costs $13,000 for each event. 
Student -Government is pro-
viding the food for Late 
Knight. 
Many of the events sched-
uled for Late Knight were 
derived from student input. 
OSA surveyed hundreds of 
students from registered _ 
clubs in order to design an 
event that would best suit 
their interests. 
There will also be a sur-
-HOPE WEHRLE 
Late Knights c 
vey available at the first Late 
Knight so that those who 
attend can make suggestions 
on what kinds of activities 
they would like to see for the 
next event. 
Although coordinators 
estimate about 350 students ' 
for the first Late Knight 
event, students are divided on 
whether or not they are will-
ing to sacrifice their normal 
weekend plans to attend a 
campus event. 
Senior Ashley Shimer, 
who just tr an sf erred from the 
University of Florida, said the 
event doesn't interest her. 
"1'1!1 not big on student 
activities," she· said. 'Tm 24 
and free food and karaoke 
doesn't really interest me." 
Other students feel this is 
a great chance to try some-
thing different and take 
advantage of all the free 
activities offered. 
"I have lived in Orlando 
my whole life and you would 
think there would be more to 
do, but there isn't," said soph-
omore Tiffany Crawford. "You 
can pretty much either drink 
or stay home in college, so 
this sounds like a great 
opportunity: Plus there's free 
food." 
OSA Graduate assistant 
and Lat~ Knight coordinator 
Hope Wehrle saia that this 
event was not intended to 
prevent students from going 
out and drinking. 
"If someone wants to 
attend this event as an alter-
native to drinking, that's fine 
with us. But this is an event 
that is free, that is it," she 
said. 
Said Graduate David . 
Chernak: "If there weren't 
any parties that weekend, I 
would go. Usually something 
else comes up to do on the 
weekend. Late Knight would 
be my second choice. It's 
something different offered 
and you get to meet people." 
Wehrle doesn't expect 
students to necessarily give 
up a night out in Orlando in 
order to attend this event. 
"I expect people coming 
in from the clubs just in time 
for · our midnight buffet, to 
grab some free food after 
their night on the town," said 
Wehrle. 
Said freshman Jolene 
Macleod: "I usually work on 
the weekends, but I would 
have no problem scheduling 
to have off once a month in 
order to attend something 
UCF offers for free." 
Audi~jons ·Bela Weekly 
BECKA KULCHAK 
STAFF WRITER 
A cup of joe or two 
scoops of refreshment may 
be just what students need 
on their way to early morn-
ing class or on their way 
home from on a hot after-
noon day. 
The SGA information 
kiosk, which has stood 
vacant for three years, will 
be leased out to an ice 
cream and coffee shop and 
. should be completed by the 
-end of October. 
"We'll have coffee and 
ice cream and some conven-
ience products, as well as 
bagels, whatever students 
want," said N. Richard 
Stallworth, director of busi-
ness services. 
Java City Coffee and 
Freshens Ice Cream will. 
both operate out of the 
kiosk, which stands next to 
the Reflecting Pond, and in 
the path of major traffic as 
students head to ·and from 
class. 
"There's a lot of pedes-
trian traffic in that particu-
lar spot, people like to sit 
around the Reflecting Pond 
and read or study and that 
will give them the opportu-
nity to get them something 
to drink. We just thought it 
would be a good use of that 
kiosk," Stallworth said. 
The added business 
will not only mean more 
refreshment for UCF stu-
dents, but more jobs as well. 
PLEASE SEE Kiosk oN 6 
Disnet animated Character «look-alikes:> have the opportunity to fulfill the dreams of millions of people who are drawn 
to the magi<;: and mystique of Disney. We are looking for smiling faces t9 ptripg. :to,Jif~ heroes and heroines from classic-
Disney animated films. Strong candidates should resemble the characters ill fook, neight an~ personality, have a positive 
·: = attitude and a good speaking yoice. . ~·. 
It~iglifranges ~~ 5'0" to 5'2" and 5'5" to 6' 4" for males. H~ight ranges are 5'0" to 6'1 ''for females. 
''<f2v ·$'· ~ • • • 
Get Inspirea. Call the Walt Disney Worta• Job line at 407-828-100 .. 0 to schedule an interview . 
. - Eligible ,~andidates will be invifed to audition. ~.~<J.wcar~ers.com. . 
• . -EOE • Dra~ng Creativity from Diversity ©Disney 
Ci• News The Central Florida Futu.re •September 26, 2002 
Kioskto reopen at end of October-
FROM PAGE 5 
Some student~ . are wel-
coming the · · refreshment 
stand with hungry bellies, · 
while others wish the kiosk 
would be used for what it was 
originally ip.tended. 
Demburg: "I think the ice 
cream stand is a · really. good 
idea because while I'm walk-
ing to class I don't haw to 
walk all the way to · t¥e 
Student Union to get some-
thing to eat. I can_ just stop by 
on my way to class and get 
it." 
Sophomore Justin 
Pollack would like to see the 
information. kiosk a direction 
booth for visitors or new stu-
dents. 
"Because of .the fact that 
we're a growing . school, we 
need something like the kiosk 
to direct visitors and guests 
as to where they're going," he 
said. "I know my · first time 
visiting here ·1 had no idea 
where I was going. If some-
body wanted ice cream, they 
can ,simply walk to· the 
Student . Union · and get it 
there." 
Said freshman Meital 
·TITLE VI: 
Chapter 601 Definitions: (Defined, but not limited lo) 
A. Active Campaigning -Any display or distribution of 
tangible items for o candidate/ticket for on elective 
office of the student body 
B. Authorized by Candidate -Candidates written 
~pproval. 
• (. Auxiliary Organization -Any organization not 
affiliated with UCF and with esteemed community 
prominence. (i.e. Shriner's, Kiwanis, League of 
Women Voters) 
D. Campaign Materials 
1-Authorized -Any items approved by the Election 
Commission, which contribute lo o candidate's 
campaign, including Electric Media. 
· 2. Unauthorized -Any ttems not approved by the 
Election Commission, which contribute lo a_ 
candidate's campaign, including Electronic 
Media. 
E. Campus Media -A university media with on 
audience in excess of two thousand (2000) 
students. 
F. Contribution -Any service, goods or 'sum of money 
donated to the candidate with the intent of 
promoting or aiding the candidate in his/her 
campaign. 
G. Election Bulletin Boord ~ Bulletin board containing 
election information. The Election Commission shall 
maintain the board in the Senate Workroom. 
H. Election Period -Sholl start Monday of petitions 
and end two (2) weeks ofter the lost day of voting. 
(for special elections, the Election Commission shall 
define the election period no later than two (2) 
. school days ~fter regular voling.) 
I. Electronic Media -Any compoign.publicify 
transferred electro.nicolly. 
J. Endorsement -To formally support o given 
candidate or ticket. 
K. Libel -A method of defamation expressed by print, 
wdfiog, pictures or signs; any false and 
unprivileged publication that is injurious to the 
reputation of another. . 
L Major Violation -_Any violation that-affects the · 
outcome of on election, repeated minor violations, 
or blatant disregard of election statutes. 
M. Majority Vote -Minimum of fifty percent (50%) 
plus one (1) of the votes/vote .. 
N. Material Fact -One which constitutes l~e relevancy 
of eligibility of a candidate/ticket for o particular 
office. 
0. Minor Violation -Any violation or oversight of 
statutes that does not affect the outcome ·of an 
election. 
P. Partisan - Publicly staling approval or disapproval 
of a cgndidote/ticket. 
Q. Professional Service -Any service provided lo o 
· candidate/ticket by on individual or organization, 
which normally receives payment. for this service. · 
R. School Doy -One (I ) school day shall e 
,... considered as any weekday, Monday thro gh . 
Friday, in which of least one ( 1 ) doss is fficiolly 
scheduled. . 
•. S. Sem.esters - Foll, Spring, and Summer, with 
attendance in any .or all Summer terms being 
counted as no more that one (1 ) semester. 
T. Slander -o;al defamotfon; the speaking of false or 
malicious· words concerning another, whereby injury 
results to his reputation. · 
U. Tangible Items - Anything inanimate that may be 
seen or touched, which ·infers that o candidate/ 
ticket intends to run for on elected Student 
Government office. 
V. Third Parties - lndiyiduols or orgoniiotlons other 
than the candidate/ticket themselves. 
W. Third Porty Advertising -Solicited or unsolicited 
support for a candidate/ticket by on organization 
or individual other flion the candidate/ticket 
THE E·LECTION STATUTES 
themselves. 
X. Unauthorized by Candidate -Anything without o 
· · candidates written approval. 
Y. Week -Any calendar week containing at least one 
( 1 ) school day (Monday - Friday). 
Chapter 602 The Section Commission 
602.1 Membership:. The Election Commission's 
membership shall be composed of nine (9) students 
from the University of Central Florido. The Supervisor 
ofElections will hove served as on ·Sections • 
Commissioner at UCF for o minimum of one · 
election period. 
A. The Supervisor of Electio~s, on Assistant Supervisor 
of Elections, and three (3) Commissioners 
(members) shall be appointed three (3) Senate 
meetings prior lo the Foll Semester. The 
remainder must be confirmed one (1) week prior 
to the start of active campaigning. 
ll. Commission members may not hold any other 
elected or oppoiilled Student Government positions. 
C: Commission members' terms of office shall run for 
one (1) year from the date on which they are con 
firmed. Commissioners shall hold office for o 
maximum of three (3) terms. 
602.2 Duties of the Supervisor of Elections: 
A. Sholl moinlai:O Campaign Expense Stalemenf 
Notebook of all candidates' Campaign Expense 
Statements, to be used as a public record. 
B. Shall not be actively identified with any candidate . 
or campaign for elective office, nor od in ony -
partisan manner during membership on the 
Election Commission. 
C. Shall post on the SGA Bulletin Board, all election 
. , results no later than 12:00 p.m. on' the afternoon 
following the elections. 
D. Sholl submtt o list of problems, solutions, or 
possible changes to the Election Statutes within two 
(2) weeks following eoch election to the Elections 
and Appointments Committee. 
' E. Sholl maintain o notebook containing all pertinent 
information related to violations of the Election 
Statutes. This notebook shall include, but not be 
limited lo: notices of violofions; fines levied; actions 
token; Judicial Council decisions; and oil material 
relevant lo reaching these decisions. Each piece of 
documentation pertaining to violations shall be 
signed and doted, with the lime noted by the 
Supervisor of Elections. 
F. Sholl be responsible for submitting o typ_ed report lo 
the Student Senate at each Senate meeting 
throughout the election period. Failure lo make a 
- report lo the Senate two (2) lim·es during on 
election period will result in the automatic dismissal 
of the Supervisor of Elections. 
G. Sholl be responsible for submitting o memoro_ndum 
lo the Student Body President, if Commission 
[D~mbers ore not completing the duties assigned 
in 602.3. 
H. If the Supervisor rlf Elections is dismissed by the 
Student Senate or by the appellate process or 
resigns voluntarily during on. election period, the 
Assistant Supervisor of Elections shall assume the 
responsibilities of the Supervisor of Elections, and 
an Assistant Supervisor of Elections shall be elected 
from and by the Election Commission. 
602.3 Duties of the Election Commissioners: The 
Supervisor of Elections shall supervise and direct the 
Election Commission. They: · 
A. Sholl not 6e actively id~ntified wtth any candidate 
or campaign for elective office, nor ad in any 
partisan manner during membership on the 
Election Commission. 
B. Moy only establish polling places in the following 
· locations unless otherwise approved by the Senate 
in Resolution form: 
I. In front of the Student Union (South Side). 
2. At all branch campuses, in the oreo of the 
Student Lounge. 
C. Shall make arrangements for voting _materials for 
the elections. It shall arrange for other such things 
as required for the proper, efficient, impartial, and 
legal completion of the -elections. 
' ' 
D. Shall procure and compile o concise report of all 
requirements ond regulations in reference to 
. posting of tangible campaigning on the entire 
University of Central Florido Compus(es). The 
Election ~Qmmission shall ako distribute this report 
al the li~e of Petition pic~-up. 
f Each Commissioner shall maintain office ho..urs on 
the Election Bulletin Board for each day of the 
election period. · • 
1. The Main Campus Election Commission office 
location shall be provided for under the 'direction 
and agreement between the Student Body 
· President, Student Body Vice President and the 
Student Senate President Pro Tempore, upon the 
approval of Senate. Office hours shoil be 
maintained by at least one (I l Commissioner from 
the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. 
2. All area campus questions concerning elections shall 
be redirected lo the main campus. 
F. Sholl acknowledge and record the quantify of all 
authorized campaign materials before such 
materials ore posted by the condidoles/tickets. 
The Election Commission shall keep an accurate 
representation of o~y campaign materials. 
G. Shall be responsible for checking the campus 
everyday for any unauthorized campaign materials 
during the period between the day before the start 
· of Active Campaigning and the day ofter the · 
completion of elections. 
H. Sholl make arrangement for the removal and 
record all unauthorized campaign materials 
immediately and initiate appropriate action to fulfill 
the requi re ments of these Election Statutes. 
I. Sholl notify all campus media of the results 'of the 
el~ction (in memorandum form) within twenty-four 
(24) hours of the confirmation of the election results. 
J. Shall conduct three (3) meetings; at varying times, 
lo explain the Election Sfofules, and lo answer 
questions concerning them, for all candidates/ 
tickets - one (1) before Petition of Candidacy , and 
one (I) after Petition of Candidacy. 
K. Shall send o copy of the Election Statutes lo all 
comp11s media notifying them that these statutes 
will be used in the upcoming election, before the 
end of Declaration of Candidacy. ·· 
L. Shall procure a canopy large enough lo provide a · 
protective covering for those voting in front of the 
Stude.nt Union. 
M. Sholl procure posters, which will be displayed in 
each building in which classes ore held, ond shall 
advertise in oil campus media information 
regarding elections. These advertisements shall · 
begin with the first issue published by the campus 
media for the Spring semester, and on (1 ) week 
before petitions become available f~r the Foll 
semester. These shall contain the total expense 
limits for each candidate. Information concerning 
the Petition of Candidacy Forms ~all begin at least . 
fen (10) days prior lo oil elections, and shall 
. include th_e dote, lime, place of voting, offices lo be 
elected, and when Declaration of Candidacy ends. 
N. Shall by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the 
election, organize, publicize and take all 
responsibilities of establishing o Candidate Forum 
(open lo all students), and determining.where the 
forum will be held (in o large-capacity area). 
0. Sholl notify the tickets and all campus media of the 
date, time and place of Candidate Forum by the 
first (I st) school day after the Declorolion of 
Candidacy ends. 
P. ~hall not specify rules or procedures in addition to 
the Election Statutes, unless the Senate has 
approved them in Resolution form. . 
a. Sholl be responsible for advertising the Spring 
Election in the campus media three (3) weeks · 
· before the end of the Foll semester. 
R. Shall submit o ·letter of resjgnalion lo the Student 
Body President and the Supervisor of Elections, in 
case of voluntary resignation. 
602.4 Duties of the Director of Student Gover~ment . 
Support Services 
A. Sholl check the qualifications of all candidot~s, and 
. shall post the names af those qualified to hold 
office, on the Election Bulletin Board, with one (1) 
school day after the end ofDeclarotion of 
Candidacy. There shall be two (2) additional school · 
days in which those candidates/tickets· who are not 
quol~ied may clear up questions of qualifications. 
602.5 Removal of Election Commission Members 
A. The Elections and Appointments Committee shall 
meet and determine if on Election Commissioner 
may have violated the Election Statutes. 
B. If the Elections and Appointments Committee 
decides that on Election Commission Member(s) 
may have committed a major/minor violation of 
Election Statutes, it shall notify the Student Senate 
in writing by the next Senate meeting following the 
committee action. · 
C. Al the recommendation of the Elections and 
Appointmen, Committee, the Student Seniite may 
· remove any member of the Elections Commission 
by 2/3 vote. 
D. All Election Commissioners must be made aware 
that they ore liable to hove partial' or all moneys 
withheld from their final paychecks based on the 
dismissal douse for violating the Student Government · 
Election Statutes or the Constitution of the Student 
Body of the University of Central Florida at any time 
during their ferm_os on Election Commissioner. 
E. In the case of the removal of on Election 
Commission member, on appeal by on Election 
Commissioner to the Judicial Council, shall be 
submitted, in the form of o typed letter and signed 
in ink, within forty-eight (4B) hours of the Student 
Senate's decision. The appeal shall be delivered to 
the Chief Justice. 
Chapter 603 Election Funding 
A. Sufficient funds shall be available for the election 
process from the Student Government Elections Account . 
_ ·B. The Election Commission's hour~ wage and weekly 
. hour limit shall be specified in the Activity and 
· Service Fee Budget, as a port of the Student 
Government Elections Account. 
I. The Election Commissioners shall not be paid their 
final paychecks until all the duties have been 
determined fulfilled (by the Student Body President). 
Chapter 604 Candidates 
All candidates for Student Government positions must 
meet the minimum requirements. set forth in Tiiie X: 
Installation and Eligibility Requirements. · 
604.1 A. Foll Elections 
1. (ondidates musj file a Petition 
o. Can'diaotes for colleges must hove fifty (50) sig 
natures (from students currently enrolled in 
his/her college) 
b. Candidates for on'd Undeclared position at the Main 
Campus m-usf have.twenty five (25) signatures · 
from Students with undecided majors. The · 
signatures on the Petition form must be from 
students enrolled at the Main Campus. 
c._ Candidates for At-Lorge positions al area (Of!!puses · 
must have al least twenty five (25) signatures on · 
the Petition Form. The Signatures-on the Petition 
form must be from students enrolled at the 
respective area campus. 
i. Petitions may be obtained from the Senate 
Secretory no earlier than 9:00 o.m. on the first 
(1st) school day of the third (3rd) week of the Fall 
semester, and will be turned in at the time of the 
candidate's declaration of candidacy. 
3. Declaration of Candidacy will toke place during the 
fourth (4th) week of the Foll semester: Declaration 
of Candidacy will.run from 9:00 o.m. until 5:00 
. p.m. Monday· through Wednesday. The Senate 
Secretary, or his/her designee, shall sign and dote 
the form "received." The candidate shall complete, 
sign and dote the form. The form shall contain a 
"Condid~te Expense Disclosure Statement." 
4. The Senate Secretary shall immediately post and 
sen,d by facsimile lo the area campus Student 
Government, the declaration and seat number of . 
the candidates filing for office on the Election 
Bulletin Board, located in the Senate Work Room, 
to be officially posted up at 5:00 p.m. 
5~ Active campaigning shall not begin 
1
before 
8:00 o.m. on the first (1st) day of the week 
- following Declaration of Candidacy. 
B. Spring Elections (Presidential) 
I. Jhe Student Body Presidential'Condidqte, the 
- . Student Body Vice Presidential Candidate and the 
Vice President for the Executive. Branch Candidate 
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shall be running moles, therefore forming o ticket. 
The Presidential ticket must file o Petition form with 
the signatures of four hundred and fifty (450) 
students currently enrolled at the University of -
Central Florida. 
2. Petitions may be obtained from the Student 
Government Senate Secretory no earlier than 
9:00 a.m. ~n the first (1st) Monday of the third 
(3rd) week of the Spring semester. The Petition 
will be turned in of the lime of the candidate's 
aeclorotion of candidacy. 
3. Declarcrtron of Candidacy for Spring eiections shall 
be during the fourth (4th) week of the Spring 
semester, and shall take place between 9:00 o.m. 
' and .5:00 p.m. 'Monday through Thursday. 
· 4. The St~dent Government Senate Secretary shall 
sign and dote the form u received .~ The 
con~idate/ticket shall complete, sign and 
dote this form. 
5. The Student Government Senate Secretori shall 
immediately poSI the Declaration on the Election 
Bulletin Board and send by f~csimile lo the area 
campus Student Governments. 
6. Active Campaigning shall not begin before 
9:00 a.m. on the first (1st) day of tbe sixth 
(6th) week. 
Chapter 605 Election Procedures . 
605. l Election Code of Ethics 
A .. No candidate/ticket shall misrepresent any 
material fact in campaign material or in 
-campaigning in any form. 
B. No candidate/ticket or individual may perjure 
himself before the Elections Commission. 
C. No condidate/ficket or individual may misrepresent 
any campaign material as being the material of 
any candidate/ticket other than themselves. 
D. No. candidate/ticket shall condone or authorize the 
destruction or theft of campaign material of 
' another candidot~ 
E. No candidate/ticket shall commit slander or libel. 
F. No candidate/ticket shall commtt or ottempf 
a bribe. 
605.2 Active Campaigning 
A. All campaign materials, including Jandi~ote web 
sites, must be registered with the Election Commission, 
. · and must conform to. the report cited in 602.3 E. 
B. Distributors of campaign moteriok ore restricted in 
-.the following ways: -
- 1. No campaign material will be distcibuted in the 
residence halk or by sliding said material under 
· the door. 
2. No distribution of campaign material will be 
permitted in the residence halls before 
11 :00 o.m. or ofter 9:00 p.m. 
3. No campaign material will be diS!ributed within: 
. a. ·Th·e University designee Computer labs, 
except Student Government officially 
' _ approved Electr~nic Media; 
b. The Library, Bookstore (do~s not .include 
said breezeway l; 
c. Classrooms; 
d. Inside the Student Union Building, including 
gated patio ore~s; 
e·. The Election terit boundaries. 
C. Candidates may not 'devise o name, which will 
associate tnem .with another candidate. 
605.3 Electronic Media 
A. At the beginning of all Electronic Messag.es, the 
following shall appear: "This message shall not 
be forwarded." . 
8. On all Electronic Messages, the date and name 
of the Election Commissioner who approved the 
message shall appear of the bottom. 
C. All Electronic Media shall adhere to all election 
statutes. · 
605.4 Election Times 
A. Foll Elections shall be held the sixth (6th) week of the 
semester and Spring Elections shall be held the 
seventh (7th) week of the semester. 
B. Election times will commence at 8:00 a.m. on Monday 
. and will continue through 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, 
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TITLE YI: THE ELECTION .STATUTES and is considered to be a minor violation of the Statutes, the Judicial Council may then require that 
the Election Commission member(s) be referred to 
the Student Body President for further action per 
Executive Contract. 
Chapter 610 Referendum Election 
C. Elections will run from 10:00 o.m. to 7 :00 p.m. for the 
Student Union Tent. _ · 
D. A Run Off Election will occur, the week following 
posting of the Election results, between the two (2) 
candidates/tickets receiving the most votes (providing 
· no candidate or ticket received a majority of 
votes cast). 
605.5 All Special Elections.will follow these same Election . 
Statµtes, unless otherwise stated.herein. · 
A. A Special Election will occur if the winning 
candidate/ticket is disqualified. If there is on~ one 
(1 ) candidate in a· Special Election, no election will ·be 
necessary. 
B. Only qualified candidates/tickets who ran-in the 
Primary Election, including write-in candidates/tickets, 
- will be placed on the New Election llallot. 
C. There will be no new write-in candidates/tickets for 
New Elections. 
D. A New Election will be held at least one (1) week 
following the end of the appellate process, but no 
more than two (2) weeks after the end of the 
appellate process. 
605.6 All New Elections will follow these same Election 
Statutes, unless otherwise stated herein. , 
' A. A New Election wi11 occur if the race is "invahdoted" by 
the Judicial Council. If there is on~ one (1 l candidate 
in the New Election, no election is necessary. · 
B. On~ qualified candidates/tickets who ran in the 
· Primary Election, induding write-in candidates/tickets, 
will be placed on the New Bernon Ballot. · · J.> 
C. There will be no new write-in candidates for 
New Elections. 
D. A New Election will be held at least one (1) week 
following the end of the appellate process, but no 
more than two (2) weeks after the end of the 
appel[ate process. 
605.7 Voting 
A. All students shall be eligible to vote for one (1 ) ticket 
. during the Spring Election. 
B. ~I students Sholl be eligible to vote for the 
represe'ntative(s) of their College and if ebgible Area 
Campus representative during the FaH Election. 
'c. Arrf student with a double major shall be eligible to 
vote under on~ one of his/her registered majors. 
Ii. At all voting places, there shall be detailed instructio·ns 
on how to vcite. 
605.8 Write-in Cand'idotes 
A. Write-in Candidates names wil not be placed on 
ballots. . 
B. AH write-in candidates must complete the some 
paperwork that other cand'idates must file except 
for the petitiori. 
605.9 Balloting 
· A. The Supervisor of Elections, the Director of Student· 
Government Support Services, must be present at the 
tabulation of results. 
· B. Each candidate/ticket, after the official ballot counting, 
. may call for a recount of votes, at which time he/she 
may be present. 
C. No ballot shall be disqua1ified ~the voter's intentions 
ore determined "legol" and 'lclear" by the Election 
CommiSsion. · 
605.l 0 Election Contingency Pion 
In case of a campus emergency which may impede the 
voting process, the Student Body President may, upon . 
consukation with the Supervisor of Elections , suspend or 
delay ond election and reschedule It within seven (7) 
days after the suspended or delayed election or as soon · 
thereafter as practicable. In the event of an election sus-
pension or delay, the new election times will be proper~ 
advertised through student media and posted on the 
Election Bulletin Board. · 
605.11 Third Porty Campaigning ond Support 
A. The candidate/ticket is not responsible for 
unauthorized verbal, written or physical campaigning 
by third parties. 
B. Guidelines on organizations: 
1. On~· registered dubs ond orgonizotions con endorse 
and/or support a candidate/ticket. 
2. Oubs and organizations that choose to campaign, 
support ond/or'endorse candidates/tickets ore 
subject to all guidelines in these Statutes ond 1he 
UCF Golden Rule, induding, but not limlted to, 
slander and libel clauses. 
. ~ Individuals that choose to campaign, support and/or 
endorse a candidate/ticket ore su~ect to all guidelines 1 
in the Statutes and the UCF Golden Rule, including, but 
no~ limlted to,· slander and libel douses. 
Chapter 606 Campaign hpense Statement 
A. Spring Campaign Expense Statements must be 
received in the Senate Secretary's Office, and Foll 
Campaign Expense Statements must be received by 
the Senate Secretary'.s Offiee no later than 5:00 p.m. 
on the day after the end of voting, and bear the time 
of delivery ond the initiob of the appropriate 
Secretary. 
B. Campaign Expense St~ements must be turned in · 
regardless of the amount of money spent (even 
S0.00). 
C. Campaign material in support of the candidate/ticket 
will be considered in his/her/their CamPoign Expense · 
Statement. · 
D. No candidate may accept free publitity from Qny 
media, which does not offer the same service(s) to the 
other ca·~didates for the som~ ·office, in writing, two 
- (2) days before the media's deodlne. 
E. The Campaign Expense Statement, which must be 
signed by the Candidate attesting to its validity, shall 
indude an Itemized list of all Campaign Expenses and · 
Contributions, including: · 
1. Any physical materiok used, 
2. Any rented or loaned equipment, 
3. Anyone hired for, or giving ~me for professional 
service, 
4. Refreshments used for campaign purposes. 
F. If discounts, loaned equipment, donated moteriak, 
refreshments, or profession!ll services given free ore 
not offered lo all candidates in advance, by posting in 
written form on the Election Bulletin Boord, forty-eight 
( 48) hours prior to Declaration of Candidacy, they 
must be listed at fair market value and added to the 
total expenditures. This does not indude Items that 
w~re purchased at a reduced cost while on sole to the 
geneml public . 
G. All Items listed on the Campaign Expense Statement 
shall be accompanied by the original receipt or some 
validation of the fair market value. All receipts wi11 
indude the nome ond phone number of the business 
from which the ltem(sf or service(s) were purchased. 
If a receipt is not ovoiloble, on estimate must be 
included with the Campaign Expense Statement. h 
moi be either a listing of the Item in a current cotaJog 
from o reputable company, or a written estimate 
conloining: ·an exact breakdown of the ltem(s) or 
service(s), the price of Ifie described ltem(s) or 
service(s), the name and phone number of the 
business, ond the signature of the person !J1oking 
the estimate. 
H. The fair morket value of a professional service sholl 
be the normol wage, which the person receives when 
providing this service. This wage must be . 
documented: the pay rote, husiness name ond phone 
number must be supplied. 
I. Any destroyed material may be replaced without 
odditional entries to the candidate's Campaign · 
Expense Statement. 
J. Senatorial candidates who campaign together on the 
same aimpaign moteriak may daim the cost of these 
moteriak in proportion to an equal d~n among 
themselves. 
Chapter 607 Violations 
A. All candidates must lfe made awore that they are 
· liable to be fined for violating The UCF Golden Rule, 
The Student Government Elections Statutes, The· 
Constitution of the ~tudent Body of-the University of 
Central Aorida and The Student . Bo~ Statutes. 
B. All campaign materiak must be removed from the 
compus by 12:00 p.m. on Monday of the week 
following the final day of voting, by the 
candidate/ticket. Failure to do so wi11 resuk i~ a 
twenty dollar ($20.00) fine being levied by the 
Election Commission. 
C. The Election Commission ·shall meet and determine if d · 
candidate/ticket violated the Election Statutes, and 
shall charge any candid~e/ticket that violates the 
Election Statutes with a major minor violation. These 
steps shall be taken immediate~ following a report 
alleging that a candidate/ticket has violated the 
Election Statutes. 
1. If the Election Commission charges the condidOte/ 
' ticket with a minor violation, It may access a five to 
twe~ dollar ($5-$20) fine (depending upon the 
seveiity of the offense), by a majority vote of the 
Commission, for each violation. 
2. If the Election Commission feek that a 
candidate/ticket hos committed a major violation, 
then It shall both notify the Judicial Council and the 
. candidate/ticker in writing within 24 hours of its 
decision. 
D. All fines must be paid to the Cashier who will then 
deposit them into the Student Government Elections 
Account and issue a receipt to the offender as well as 
to the Director of Student Government Support 
Services. 
E. Rnes shall nor be counted towards Expense limit nor 
registered on the Campaign Expense Statement. 
~ F. Failure to appeal a fine within two (2) school days or 
to pay fine within ten (10) school days of postint at 
the end of the appellate process will resuk in the · 
candidate's/ticket's disqualification. There shall be a 
forty-eight (48) hour grace period for the payment of 
fines under appeal. This grace period shall begin 
when the appeak process hos finished. 
G: If the Election Commission feek that a candidate/ 
ticket hos committed a moior violation, then It shall 
notify the Judicial Council in writing, by S-:00 p.m. on 
the Monday following the pubhc posting of the 
election' results. 
- H. The Election CommisSian shall determine whether the 
sum of all violations equak a major or minor violation . 
Chapter 608 Contestments/Appeak 
A. Any contestment/appeol of a campaign, Election 
Commission decision, or on election by a 
candidate/ticket shall be submitted in the form of a 
typewritteil letter and signed in ink. This letter of 
contestment shall be bond-delivered to the Director of 
Student Government Support Services, as well as a 
copy to the Chief Justice and the Supervisor of 
Elections, no later thon 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday 
following public posting of election results. 
B. The Election (ommjs.gon shall review all oppeak and 
formulate a decision within one (1 l week based on the 
case presented. This decision may be further 
appealed to the Judicial Council. If the appeal of any 
candid<ite/tkket is based upon direct action of the , 
Election Commission, It shall be reviewed by the -
Judicial Council and bypass the Election Commission. 
C. Notification of action with due cause must be 
presented lo the candidate/ticket forty-eight (48) 
hours after the decision is made. 
D. Any appeal must list reasons for appealing the 
decision of the Election Commission or list charges 
and/ or violations alleged~ committed by o 
candidate/ticket or Election Commissioner(s). 
E. Upon receiving the appeal, the Judicial Council shall 
determine the type of appeal and course-of -action 
available to It, os specified below: 
1. Condidotes/lickets Appealing an Election Council 
Decision: The Judicial Council shall determine 
whether the Election Commission's decision was 
incorrect, procedural~ or substantive~. It may 
uphold or overturn the Election Commission's 
· decision. 
- 2. Contestments Based on Election Commissioners 
Violating Election Statutes: The Judicial Council 
shall determine if the Election Commission 
· member(s) yioloted Statute, if so, 
a. Did this affect the Election Results? If this is the 
case, then ·the Jucliool Council may call for a New 
Election and may require that the Election 
Convnission member(s) receive no money and be 
referred to Judicia~Programs for restitution. 
b. If the violation did not effect the election results, 
J.: Contestments Based on Condidotes/Ilckets Violating 
·Election Statutes: The Judicial Council shall 
determine whelher the candidate/ticket committed 
no violation, a minor violation, or a major 
· violation. 
·a. If It finds that a candidate/ticket committed a 
minor violation, It shall fine the candidate/ticket 
no more than twenty dollars ($20) for each 
violation. 
b. The Judicial Council may levy a fine of no more 
than forty dollars ($40) and/or disqualify a 
~ondidote/ticket for a major violation. 
c. If a candidate/ticket is disqualified due lo a 
major violation, the Judicial Council shall coll for 
a Special Election (as defined by 605.4). 
F. All decisions mode by the Election Commission or the 
Judicial Council and all contestments and appeals 
mode by candidates' shall be posted by. the Election 
Commission on the Election Bulletin Boord and Student 
Government web site immediate~. 
G: If SQ111eone feek the Judicial Council hos violated 
his/her rights to a fair hearing or due process, he/she 
must follow the grievance procedures outlined in the 
UCF Golden Rule. 
Chapter 609 RllC!lll 
A. The holder of any elected office of Student 
Goveniment may be removed from office by the 
students of the University of Central Flonm; by the 
following procedures: 
- . 1. A petition shall be 'prepared, nami~g th!! person 
sought to be recalled and containing o "Statement . 
of Grounds for Recall." 
2. The petition. shall Ile signed by Ot least five percent 
(5%) of the office-holder's constituents, .based on 
the current term enrollment. 
3. Each student of the university signing a petition 
shall sign and legib~ print his/her name in ink and 
shall place his/her college, birth date and date' of 
signature in the petition. 
B. The petition shall be allowed up to twenty (20) days to 
be circulated. 
C. After completion, the petitiQn shall be filed with the 
Senate Secretory who shall, within (2) school days, 
submit such petition to the Election Commission, the 
Director of Student Government Support Services, and 
the Elections and Appointments (E&A) Committee. 
Within a period of no more than five (5) school days, 
the .Oirector of Student Government Support Services 
shall determine whether the petition contains the 
required valid signatures. No additional names may 
be added to the petition, and the petition s~all not be 
used in any other proceeding. 
l. If It is determined that the petition d~ not contain 
the required signatures, the Election Commission 
shall report ~ to the executive and legislative 
branches of Student Government and file the 
petition, without taking further action and the 
molter will be closed. 
2. If It determined that the petition hos the required 
· signatures, then th.e Supervisor of Electio~ shall at 
once serve a certified copy of the petition to the 
office-holder named in the verified petition of recall. 
D. The person designated in the petition may file his/her 
typewritten resignation, signed in ink, with the 
Attorney General within two-(2) school days after the 
receipt of the petition copy. Upon receipt of the 
resignation letter, the Attorney General shall at once 
notify the governing body of the fact. 
E. In the absence of a resignation, the Supervisor of -
Elections shall set the days for holding a Recall Election 
for the removal of the person designated in the 
petition. Any such election shall be held no le5s than 
ten (10) school days nor more than twenty (20) 
~hool days from the resig~ation deadline. 
F. The ballot of the Recall Election shall conform to the 
following: "Sholl ... be removed from the Office Qf ... 
by recall?" Immediate~ following the question, there 
- shall be printed on the ballot the two (2) propositions 
in the order he~e set forth: "For the recall of ... 
. Against the recall of ... " 
G ..If a majority of th~ votes cost on the question for 
removal of any member of the governing body is 
affirmative, the membiir whose removal is sought 
shall be deemed "removed-from office," upon 
announcement of the official canvass of that election. 
A. The Student Body may call for a Referendum Bection 
by prope~ filing a petition. 
B. The petition shall contain a statement of the specific · 
issue for which the Referendum Election will be held. 
C. The petition shall be signed by at least ten percent 
( 1 0% ~of the student bo~. Each University of Central 
Aoriaa student signing a petition shall sign and print 
legibly, in i~k, his/her name, respective college, birth 
· date and the dote signature. . . 
D. The petition shall be presented to the Senate Secretory 
who shall, submit the petition to the Director of 
Student Government Support Services for verification. 
1. The Director of Student Government Support . 
Services shall, within five (5) school days, 
determine the validity of the signatures, and shall 
notify the Student Booy President of the Results:-
2: Failure to comp!Y within five (5) school days shall 
constitute verification. 
E. If the petition is ruled "valid" by the Director of 
Student Government Support Services, a Referendum 
Election will be held within three (3) weeks. Funds 
shall be mode available by the Student Body President 
form the Student Government General Account. 
F. If It is deten:nined that the petition does not contain 11\e 
required .signatures, after confirmation by the Direcior 
of Student Government Support Sel"!ices, the Election 
Commission shall notify the ftling parties, without 
toking further action, n1e the petition: the molter will 
be "dosed." ·No additional names may be used in any 
other proceedings. 
G, The resuk· of the election shall serve OS a ~onsensus' 
opinion of the Student Body, and: 
1. An official statement, containing the issue and 1he 
results, shall be acknowledged in wr:ifing by the . · 
Stodenl Body President and the Vice President ·of 
Student Development and Enrollm~nt Services. 
2. This official statement shaR be sent lo all concerned 
P!Jrties on the school day following the official 
announcement of the results of the Referendum 
Election. 
Chapter 611 . Swearing In 
A. No student shall be sworn in 
1. Whose election is being contested in the Election 
Commission and/or Judicial Council and or Vice 
President of Student Development and Enrollment . 
Services, or 
· 2. Who has not removed all of his/her campaign 
mOterial from the campus and paid posted fines, 
and turned into the Election Commission the 
Campaign Expense Statement. 
Chapter 612 Forms 
All forms used during the eledions will be developed by 
the Election Commission ond in compliance with the 
Election Statutes. ' 
Chapter 613 Senate Session 
The Senate Session shall begin one (1) week following 
the completion of Senate Elections. 
Chapter 614 Revising the Election Statutes 
Changes to the Election Statutes made after the begin- ~ 
ning of the Declaration of Candidacy shall not11ffect the 
election in progress. 
History: 
Bill 02-26 (05/06/10) Bill 12-66110/1 0/801Bill16·76108/03/84) Bill 
03-02110/02/10! Bill 13-5B (09/03/81 ! Bill 18-01 (07/06/86! Blll0640 
(03/ 13/74! Bill 1~6 (09/21/81! Bill 18-17102/13/86! Bill 08-72 
110/-22/16) Bill 14-22 103/03/82) Bill 1B49107/24/86) Bill 09-34 
106/28/17) Bill 14-23 103/03/82) Bill 19-16101/15/ 87) Bill 10-19 
104/04/18) Bill 14-40107 /20/82) Bill 19-32102/17/117) Bill I0-5B 
108/2B/1Bl Bill 14-43107 /07 / B2! Bill 19-37103/l6/87) Bill 11-20 
103/19/19) Bill 15-08 IOl(l7/B3) Bill 1947105/17/87) Bill 11·35 
· 107/1 6/19) Bill IS.SO 104/l9/B3) Bill 19-67107/26/87) Bill 11-57 
103/ 15/79) Bill 16-34101/20/84) Bill 20-21.107/07/88) Bill 12-39 
104/01/80) Bill 16-35 102/13/84) Bill 20-42103/08/88) Bill 20-72 
106/29/BB) Bill 21-20 (01/10/89) Bill 21 -26101/10/ 89) Bill 21-29 
101/17 /89) Bill 21-30101/17 /89) Bill 22-08111/28/89) Bill 22-13 
11 2/05/89) Bill 21· IB 101/09/90) Bill 23-14101/24/91) Bill 23-49 
106/09/ 91) Bill 23-50106/09/91) Bill 23-70 IOB/25/91) Bill 24-16 
112/01/91) Bill 24-17112/01/91) Bill 25-06110/22/92) 81ll 25-46 
105/31/93! Bill 26-03111/18/ 93) Bill 26-34103/24/ 94! Bill 26-58 
106/1V94! Bill 26-59106/12/94! Bill 26-68107/ 31/94, 6.05.2.C&D) Bill 
26-68107 /31/94, 6.02.2A.4) Bill 27·23117/11/94, 602.2.D, 605! Bill 27· 
35117/11/94, 607.C&El Bill 27 -36 117/11/94, 605.1.B, Bill 27-37 1211/95! 
1602.l) Blll27-46102/09/95), Bill 27-82106/lB/95, 602.1 (), BiB 28-
1911 l/ 30/ 95) Biil 31-63109/ 16/ 99), Bill 3140.106/30/99), Blll32~ 
11/11/00) Bill 3140108/03/99), Bill 32-11102/28/00), 32-IB 
102/25/00), 32-81 109/12/00) Bill 33-12102/13/01),Judiciol Decisi>n 
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.What's News-
In Business and Finance 
· Econqmy Shifting 
To Lower· Gear 
_ Economists are increasingly up-
beat about the pace of gTOwth for 
the third quarter but are reducing 
. their forecasts for the fourth quar~ 
ter mainly due to fears Gonsumer 
· spending will slow down. 
. Adding to concern about the 
near-term prospects for the econ-
omy, the Conference Board's index 
of leading economic indicators fell 
for August for the third consecutive · 
month, amid further turmoif in fi-
nancial markets. But even before 
that report, a number of economists 
had concluded eGoriomic growth is 
flagging and are warning that while 
they are increasing their growth es-
timates for the nearly ended third 
quarter, they are lowering growth 
estimates for the'fourth quarter of 
this year and for early next year. 
The August index is "really 
showing fading momentum in the 
economy," says Steven Wieting, 
senior U.S. economist at Salomon 
. Smith Barney. Like others, Sa-
lomon is revising its quarterly esti-
mates of growth in gross domestic 
product, the broadest measure of 
the nation's economic output. Sa-
lomon is likely to raise its thlrd-
-quarter GDP growth estimate to 
just less than 4% ·at an annual rate 
from 2.8%, and to lower its fourth-
quarter estimate to just .above a 2% 
rate from a little more than 3%. 
Factors cited, for the growing 
pessimism include the prospect that 
auto sales will slow after a suinmer 
- surge. Businesses, meanwhile, al-
ready reluctant to increase spend-
ing and hil'ing, could pull back fur_-
ther in the months ahead; execu-
tives are nagged by fears of a war 
witp Iraq amid oil prices near $31 a 
barrel, in addition to· continued de-
clines in stock values and waning 
economic growth abroad. 
Salomon Settles 
Stock Hype Case 
Salomon Smith -Barney agreed 
to pay $5 million to settle civil 
charges that formei: star analyst 
_Jack .Grubman and a colleague 
touted a stock that they privately 
questioned in e-mails-strengthen-
·ing the government's hand as it 
pursues a broader case over poten-
tial investor abuses that could cost 
the big securitie~ firm hundreds of 
millions of dollars. In a split with-
Salomon, Mr. Grubman, 48 years 
old, and Christine GochUico, 33, 
who assisted him with his research 
on the stock, are fighting the NASD 
Selling Celluloid 
Average advertising cost of studio 
movies, in millions 
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 
·source: Motion Picture Association of America 
charges.· 
Sprint ·Ex.pects 
Loss of Subscribers 
In a striking sign of weakness in , 
the wireless-telecommunications 
industry, Sprint Corp. said that so 
many customers have failed to pay 
their bills that it is expecting to ac-
tually shed·subscribers. 
Such a reversal would be un-
precedented among major cellular 
carriers: which have been adding to 
their customer base at an average 
pace of 18% so far this year. The 
wireless sector has been the 
strongest area in the generally trou-
bled telecommunications industry.. _ 
Will the ·xbox 
Crash in Japan? 
Shipments of Microsoft Gorp. 's 
Xbox console in Japan are so low 
that many industry executives say 
Microsoft's best shot at a rebound . 
may only come in 2005, with the ex-
pected launch of the next-genera-
tion Xbox machine. 
Japan is vital to , Microsoft's 
global video-game ambitions. The 
world's second-biggest video-game 
- market, behind the U.S., Japan also 
is home to a raft of important game 1 
developers and to ·Microsoft's two 
main rivals in the field: Nintendo 
Co., rriaker of GameCube, and Sony 
Corp,, maker of the top-selling 
game console, PlayStation 2. 
A def eat in this market, even if 
temporary, could threaten the fu-
ture of the Xbox world-wide. That 
leaves Microsoft some tough 
choiees. Industry executives say it 
m~st do something bbld and expen-
sive, such as . buying a popular I 
game developer, to spark sales and 
g;ame development for Xbox in : · 
Please turn t~ Next F:age I 
. . 
Counting the ·Beans -
Most 'Coff ee1wtises Survive · 
When Starbitcks Arrives, · 
And Many Even Benefit 
I 
t has been the conventional 
wisdom for years: Whenever a 
new Starbucks opens, you can 
sound the death knell for the lo-
cal coffee shop. 
Well, it looks like everybody 
wa.swrong . . 
The battle between independent 
coffeehouses and Starbucks may be 
one of the most hostile-and' most 
rrii.sunderstood-rivalries in retail-
ing. Starbucks is ·prospering, with 
earnings up 22.4% irt the first nine 
months of the year that ends Sept. 
29, and a compound annual growth 
rate from fiscal 1997 to 2001 of 26.8%. houses started within the past 
_ But most independents are do- · decade have survived, industry ex-
ing fine-and not just in spite of perts say. By comparison, close to 
Starbucks, but perhaps beeause. of - half of the country's sit-down, slow-
it. In Kansas City, Mo., nearly all of food restaurants are less than two 
the coffeehouses operating before , years old, according to D&B, an-
Starbucks arrived in 1998 remain fu other market-research firm. 
business. Since then, other inde- Many coffeehouses have found 
pendents have . opened, pushing proximity to Starbucks to be a bless-
their numbers well beyond the 25 ing. A small Seattle chain· called 
stores Starbucks has in the market. Tully's .Coffee Corp. has even devel-_ 
Many independents operate within · oped the strategy -of placing its 
a stone's throw of a Starbucks. _ stores near · a Starbucks shop. 
Nationwide, ·independents ac- Chicago entrepreneur Doug Zell in 
counted for more than half of the in- 1995 started his Intelligentsia.Coffee 
dustry's ··growth bet\veen 1996 and Roasters withirrwalking distance of 
2001, when the number of U.S. cof- two Starb.ucks outlets. "It's double-
feehouses doubled. to 13,300, includ- digit growth every year," he says. 
ing Starbucks, according to Mintel A third of Americans who drink 
Consumer Intelligence, a market- coffee away from home ord~r gour-
research firm. Moreover; the large met coffee from a specialty shop, 
majority of independent coffee- according to Mintel. Many people 
believe that Starbuckslncreases the 
overall market, attracting new cus- · 
tomers to the product who then pa- -
tronize the independent pr0vider 
next door. "When a Starbucks 
opens, it educates the market,· ex-
panding it for everyone-," says 
Bruce Milletto, presid~nt of Belli3-
simo Coffee InfoGroup Inc., a com-
pany that provides consulting serv-
ices to independent coffeehouses.· 
The coffeehouse, may be that 
rare thing in retailing-a concept 
that doesn't heavily favor chains. 
Never mind that critics of Starbucks 
routinely compare it With Wal~Mart 
Stores Inc. Starbucks simply does--
ri't enjoy the advantages that have 
made. Wal-Mart the bane of count-
-less Main Street retailers-=-lower 
prices,· longer hoµrs, wider. selec-
Please turn to Next Page 
The Orlando Clinica.1 Research C~nter Is Conducting 
An Important Clinical Research;Study Of An · 
lnvestigational Vaccine Being Developed t9 
Immunize Agai~st Smallpox. 
To participate in this study the following must. apply:. -
o No previpus smallpox vaccine 
'· o No history or presence of eczema or $kin problems 
Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - in prin.t and·qnline. 
Subscribe today! Vis!t subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1-800-975·8602. 
- -THE WALL.STREET JOURNAL . . 
1 
• o No immune disorders 
._ 
· o Willing to make 7 outpatient vi~its and -complete a diary after 
vaccination -- -
Compensation up to $250.00 for_ time and travel 
' • ' I 
Call today for more information: 
(407) 240-7878 
Orlando Clinical Research Center 
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Scholarships Paying More for Merit What's News-
demic merit, sports ability, musical 
By JUNE KRoNHo:Lz talent-everything but financial -·-T he biggest part of the na- need, the aid administrators add. 
tion's $74 billion in college Even the federal government is 
student aid still goes to low- making low-cost loans available to 
· income kids-but that share more kids, whatever their income. 
is shrinking fast. Governors and legislators want 
There is a growing em- to motivate high-school students 
phasis on awarding. scholarships and ke~p their brightest young-
based on merit, setting off a de- sters from leaving for college in 
bate: Who is more deserving, the other states. Both state and private 
good student or the needy one? institutions are eager to boost the 
States devoted about 79% of academic profile of their student 
their scholarship money to finan- bodies-and their . own national 
cially needy students in 1999, but- · _ standing in the process. 
that's down from 89% a decade ear- That's all great news for mid-
lier, says the N·ational Association dle~class kids, · who tend to get 
of Student Financial Aid Adminis- higher grades and test scores be-
trators. Colleges and universities, cause they generally attend better 
which awarded $14.5 billion in schools and tome from education-
scholar~hips in 2000, gave almost minded families. But the flip side is 
half of it to students based on aca- that a college education is becom- · 
ing even more remote ·tor young-
sters from low-income families. -
"Ultimately, we're going to crowd 
out students who would have had a 
In Business and Finance 
shot" at college and a middle-class Continued from Previous Page . 
future, says Donald E. Heller, an Japan. On Friday, rival Nintendo 
education professor at Pennsylva- said it sold Microsoft its 49% stake 
nia State University. · in Rare Ltd., a British studio, that 
. And then t~ere's t_he ~~gh ·fost: . has created video games popular in 
Oklahoma-legislators doubled the Japan, such as Donkey Kong Coun-
. appropriation for their merit-aid ' try. Microsoft executives declined 
plan even though other state agen-
cies, including elementary schools, to comment. 
face 4. 75% budget cuts. ·Florida'.s 
scholarships get their slice from 
lottery earnings before other pro-
grams-including the public 
schools-divide up what's left. But 
92,000 Florida students ·got aid in · 
2000, up from 70,000 the year be-
fore, meaning there's less money 
for everything else. 
Film Directors Sue 
Over Altered Works 
A group of Hollywood film direc-
tors has taken legal action to try to -
shut dO\llil more than a dozen com-
panies that the group claims are il-
legal).y altering movies by cutting· 
out scenes of sex, violence and pro-
Odds & Ends 
Cable News Network's parent 
. company AOL Time Warner Inc. 
. has been in talks in recent months 
with Walt Disney Co., parent of the 
ABC television network, about a 
possible merger .of CNN wl.th ABC's 
news division, according to a per-
son familiar with the talks .... Xe-
rox is facing a criminal inquiry by 
federal authorities related to the 
copier. company's massive mis-
statement of. earnings .... El Paso 
Corp. helped drive California natu- -
ral-gas and electricity pric_es to 
record levels dUring·that state's en-
ergy crisis. by withholding sorely 
Counting the Beans 
fanity. . 
· The move by 16 prominent direc-
tors is a· re·sponse to an increasing 
number .of companies; many of 
them located .in utah.and operated 
by members of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, that are 
using new technology to edit main-
stream movies without Hollywood's 
permission. 
· needed supplies of gas, the top 
hearing judge at the Federal En-
ergy Regulatory Commission con-
. oluded .. The ruling sent El Paso 
shares plummeting as investors 
feared the Houston energy concern 
could be forced to pay billions · of 
dollars in refunds to California en-
Continued from Previous Page 
tion. The Starbucks offering isn't 
less expensive or more extensive 
than the independent's, and the 
chain's hours often are shorter. 
This may be why, contrary to 
popular perception, in~ependents 
still dominate the industry. Inde-
pendents and .small chains boast a 
61% share of the industry, says 
Mintel. In fast food, by contrast, in-
dependents and small chains hold 
only a 27% share, according to Tech-
nomic Inc., a food-consulting firm. 
Inde.ed, the coffeehouse industry 
boasts only one big ·chain -Star-
bucks, with 3,167 company stores in 
the U.S. Of the countless others that 
have tried mimicking it, not one has 
matched its success. 
The perception of the tiattl~ as 
pitting Goliath against pitiable 
Davids helQS explain why independ-
ents are faring so well. For one 
- thing, sheet terror goads many in-
dependent owners to improve their 
shops when Starbucks enters the 
neighborhood. 'Kansas City's 
Broadway Cafe banned smoking 
and began roasting its own beans · 
when Starbucks opened next door, 
and sales have grown stronger 
. since then. Similarly, the arrival of 
additional Starbucks in - Long 
Beach, Calif., prompted the five-
store . It's a Grind chain to spend 
thousands on cosmetic improve-
ments as well as staff training, cus-
tomer service and quality control. 
Sales have been rising by 8% to 15% 
· since Starbu~ks moved close to the 
It's a Grind stores in 2000. 
"We have created the umbrella 
under which they are thriving," 
Starbucks Chief Executive Orin 
Smith says of the independents. 
"They can do well right next-door to . 
us." Mr. Smith says the U.S. coffee-
house market is five to 10 years 
from saturation. 
. Starting a coffeehouse requires 
a fraction-from $50,000 to $250,000 
-of the more than $500,000 needed 
to start a McDonald's. Along with 
dot-corns, it's the business that has 
been most alluring to the young en-
trepreneur. Courtney Bates, who 
was 21 when she founded City Mar-
ket Coffee Co. in Kansas City, six 
· years later bought out her financial 
partner: her father. "I just paid Dad 
off, and at 27, I own my own busi-
ne~s and love it, " she says. 
By Wall Street Journal staff reporters _ 
Kevin Helliker and Shirley Leung . 
The directors asserted in court 
papers med in U.S. District Court in 
Denver that the unauthorized· edit-
ing infringes on trademarks and 
could represent false advertising. 
Their action came as part of a coun-
terclaim. after they were sued in ·the 
Denver court last month by movie-
editing company CleanFlicks of Col-
orado LLC and Robert Huntsman, 
who makes his own film-editing 
technology. CleanFlicks and Mr.· 
Huntsman are seeking a ruling that 
their methods of altering movies 
are legal and don't violate copyright 
law. 
ergy .consumers . 
By Jay Hershey 
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but not unworttly· 
· w· . hile UCF ne~er makes Princeton's 
· top 20 party school list, likewise it 
never appears in_ t~e top tier of U.S. 
· News ~nd World Report's annual 
college ranking either. . 
If many students :were left disappointed 
that despite their seven-day drinking binges, 
their efforts never landed UCF on the party 
list, students will be even more horrified to 
- learn that their college educ~tion ranks bot-
tom of the pile_ according to the report. 
While UCF is not an Ivy League univer:-
sity, a UCF education can be very valuable if 
students are willing to put in the effort nec-
essary. 
A student who attends a top 10 school, 
and ·simply completes their courses of study 
believing that they have received a superior 
education by virtue of graduation has not 
necessarily more educated than a student 
who attends UCF and utilizes internships, 
joins trade organizations and gains valuable 
contacts in the process. 
The .quality of students' education does-
n't necessarily depend on where their · 
school appears on a c()llege evaluation 
scale-. A student's education is only as good 
as the effort the student puts into his or her 
studies. ·· 
If a student's only criterion for college 
Js job placement, UCF can help him or her 
achieve that end too. But college is about 
much more than that. Students should not 
view college as strictly a job training facility, 
nor should they perceive it as a four-year 
long social excursion. A b.ealthy mix of both 
can be found here. 
But if a UCF' student maintains the atti-
tude that he or she should not have to study 
as hard or try as hard because this is UCF 
rather than Hal'Vard, the student robs him-
self or herself of the educationaJ opportuni-
ties that abound here. 
The bottom line,_ disregard th_e ranking~. 
The quality of education relies largely on 




W ho knew a succes~ful car salesman . who never attended a day of class at UCF could gef a doctorate 
degree at this school? 
If the Board of Trustees votes to give 
- Porsche dealer Al Burnett a doctorate 
degree, and his wife one as well, as a conso-
lation prize, it will-be a direct slap in the 
face to all the students who }\ave attended 
classes and conducted . hom s of studies, 
research and thesis to earn their doctorate 
degrees. 
Granted., :the practice inay encourage 
local philanthropists to · give their money to 
UCF, which is certainly a good thing, and 
certainly the Burnett's contribution of $4.38 
million in the past 20 years hasn't hurt the 
university. . - · 
But if philanthropists give money to 
UCF, . with the ulterior motive of expecting 
an honorary degree in return, which seems 
to be- the case, than theif motives are 
flawed. · 
True philanthropists · will continue to 
give to the university because they want to 
do something good for the community, 
regardless of whether or not they Will 
receive honorary degrees. 
UCF should recognize philanthropists 
who graciously donate to our university, but 
giving away honorary degrees is not the way 
to do so. Name buildings after them, name 
schools after them, but do throw doctOrate 
degrees at them as a thank-you letter. 
By giving away doctorate degrees, UCF 
devalues legitimate doctorate degrees. 
_Apparently, UCF operates according to the 
notion that people dop.'t need a degree to be 
successful, but if they are successful enough 
to donate to the university, t}!~n it _will give 
a degree. _., 
If UCF wants · to give away -honorary 
degrees to distinguished ·individuals who 
have performed great· public service, as it 
did in the cases of Archbishop De~mond· 
Tutu and Nobel Peace ·Prize winner Oscar 
. Arias, then so ·be it. These. individuals have 
earned the prestige of · becoming of recipi-
ents of honorary degre.es. 
By ending its practice of giving away 
honorary degrees, UCF -can add more legiti-
macy to its doctorate · degre.es and respect 
the hard work of students who have earned 
degrees from t~is school. 
-"All great truths tiegin as blasphemies-." 
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Freedom of speech possible without profanity 
Hooray for the First Amendment and 
the freedom of speech it provides. Thanks to 
that freedom, we can read thoughtful com-
ments from Joey Myers. "Free speech should-
n't compromise ·standards. professionalism" 
published Sept. 23 even if they contradict 
less thoughtful comments contained acrQss 
the page in the editorial and cartoon of The 
Central Florida Future. 
The issue at . Seminole Community 
College isn't f~eedom of speech. The issue is 
which \\'.Ords appropriately represent the 
opinioos of the writer. You can have the opin- . 
ion. ·and express it. in words that don't 
offend. ' 
Yes; the Constitution does permit offen-
sive speech. and even 'protects it. But,. just 
becaus·e one can use offensive language does-
n't mean one should do so. This point was 
convincingly made-by_ Mr. Myers. I'm surprised 
· th~ logic escaped the editorialist and car- . 
toonist. 
-FRANK R. STANSBERRY, APR 
Instructor/Public Relations 
Bad writing not an excuse for free speedl 
l was surprised at staff editorial pub-
' lished Sept. 23 "No right more fundamental 
than freedom of speech" that supported bad 
writing in the name of good speech .. when on . 
the v~ry ne~ page. columnist Joey ~yers 
wrote his· dissent. I wonder how many of yo1:1r 
journalists agreed with Seminole Community 
College editor Margaret Acker. 
·surely, as a group of student journalists 
that work on . a ·newspaper · together. yoo · 
would have read Myers' column and found 
out that. indeed. colleges have the right to . 
edit and 'censor their own writers as they are 
both publi
1
shers of and affiliated with student _ 
newspapers. 
Universities must look out for their own ' 
interests in. order to protect their students · 
and alumni. If I were the editor of SCC's stu-
dent newspaper. The Scribe. , I would have 
refused to print Robin Mimma's article -0ut of 
good taste. · 
Mimma'.s article was· poorly written and 
was offensive and attacking. instead of pre-
senting an opinion and a solution, as_ a well-
written opinion should do. Her .use of cour-se · 
language was a result of her facking vocabu- . 
lary. _not ·of thou_ghtful ·and well-chosen 
words. I shudder to think that The Future 
would ever ~llow one of their columnists to 
submit trash like that to be published and 
then defend b_ad writing as free speech. 
Student n_ews_eapers ·are a forum for 
civilized, formal and informed diction. not a 
crummy journalist's private angst diary. 
. -HEIDI A. DE VRIES 







Of course,_ using condoms is the only way to protect 
yourself against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted 
. diseases, but make sure you're also as protected as · · 
· possible against pregnancy. That's why more women than 
ever are choosing Oepo-Provera - it's 99.7%· effective 
when administered on time every 3 'months. 
- Remember. Oepo-Provera doesn't protect you from 
HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases. 
--
Some women using Depo-Provera experience ·side . . 
effects. The most common are irregular periods or spotting. 
See what Depo-Provera is all about. · 
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or 
visit. Depo-Provera.coM. 
Please see important product information on adjacent page. 
© 2002 Pharmacia Corporation UX0021617.02 9/02 
Many. wom~n stop having periods altogether after a few 
months and some may experien~e a slight weight gain. 
You shouldn't use Oepo-Provera if -you could be pregnant, 
if you have had any unexplained periods, or if you have 
a history of breast cancer, blood ~lots, strci_ke, or liver 
disease. When using Depo=-Provera, there may be a 
possible decrease io bone density. 
. Depo-Provera.~ One of the best and most convenient ways 
to protect yourself from pregnancy. Ask your health care 
professional if prescription Qepo-Provera is right for .vou. 
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Guys 21. and under, go home 
LIBBY BAIRD 
STAFF WRITER 
through the door. I know I always gerous? Actually, since they can't 
drink, I'd say they'd probably be 
less rambunctious than older 
men. 
females who shouldn't. All of a 
sudden, underage women are 
under the influence, and it's the 
beginning of what sound like a 60 · 
Minutes special on date rape to 
me. 
legal ones creates potential prob-
lems for the clubs 8.l_ld bars 
where underage women accept 
drinks from m:en. It creates prob-
lems for the man who bought the 
underage worn~ a drink~ if · 
she is caught by law enforcement 
and he supplied her the cocktail, 
then he takes the fall. 
do. · · 
Everyone wants to be 21, but · 
until that fateful day in October 
comes, I'm stuck with just plain 
20. Worse, my boyfriend of three 
years is stuck with it until June. 
The first thing my illner-
attorney thinks is age discrimi-
nation. Are there many differ-
ences between 18 and 21-year-
old males? How much different 
Moreover, what kind of envi-
ronment does this policy create? 
It seems to me that clubs want to 
have a larger crowd of women 
than men ill clubs. Perhaps they 
believe that the sheer quantity of 
young attractive women will 
bring the men in and will con-
vince them to buy drinks for as 
many woman as they find attrac-
Likewise, men can be taken 
advantage of in this situation just 
as easily, because while some 
men may buy drinks for women 
as a courteous gesture or a way 
to let a woman know he'.s inter-
ested, women tend to accept 
those free drinks from guys, 
regardless of whether or not they 
are interested. 
This may seem irrelevant, 
but consider this. It's Thursday 
night, I'm dressed to kill and my 
boyfriend is forced to sit home on 
the couch. He'd love to join me 
for a night on the town, but he 
can't. What's the catch? 
' can three years make in a per-
son? Sure, some people could 
turn over a new leaf in time to 
turn 21, but most guys in our age 
range act about the same in pub-
lic. 
My suggestion to Orlando 
nightclubs is to level the playing 
field. It would be more fair to 
lower the age of entry to 18 for · 
--· Many clubs wou't let men in 
unless they are 21, but 18-year-
old girls can prance right 
Are men more attractive 
after they hit 21? They might 
think so, but label me skeptical 
___::I highly doubt it. -
tive. · 
But imagine a bunch of 
- males·who can drink and an 
equal number of 18-year-old 
Moreover, ~g1.ing under-
age wannabe drinkers with the 
_· everyone or, as some clubs 
already do, or allow only people 
21 and up to cross the threshold. 
My boymend and I would 
both appreciate it. Are 18-year-old males dan-
Snap judgments can • ruin others' lives 
SHEYLA NIEVES 
STAFF WRITER 
A woman's heightened imagination 
and bad hearing led a brainless and bigot-
ed bunch to act more like terrorists than 
the men whose liYes she ruined. 
Eunice Stone· reported three Arab 
medical students to authorities after they 
joked about the 9/11 terrorist attacks and 
teased that they planned to bring some-
. thing down. · 
Stone interpreted their words as a 
bomb plot; her interpretation resulted in a 
17 :-hotir detainment of the three students. 
The hospital where the three men 
were to continue medical training refused 
to allow t~e men to do their internships at 
the hospitru ·and instead sent them to 
intern at a. clinic. 
Larkin. Community Hospital's decision 
to switch the students' plans is an example 
of how much damage prejudiced 
Americans can inflict on others. 
During and after the infamous car 
searches on Alligator Alley, idiots flooded 
the hospital with threats. 
A few individuals' ignorance dictated a 
hospital's policy and jeopardized the 
careers of three people, who, for all we 
know; have been good citizens. 
The hospital -:-- concerned about the 
_ safety of its pati~rits and staff as well as 
the learning enVirofunent for Kambiz Butt, 
Ayman Gheith and Omer Choudhary-
decided to elim_ift'ate the students' intern-
ships there. 
Butt, Gheithfand Choudhary; who 
police pulled over ·on September 13, have 
been stigmatizeq)s _terrorists - people-
who rejoice at kiJI!llg innocents. _ · , 
What sounc:ls.:tnore like a terrorist act 
-threatening a hospital's patients, staff 
and Muslims at large or sfudying cardiolo- -
gy, oncology and emergency medicine? 
Mere hours after the students' detain-
ment, information on their background was 
available and being sent. by the airwaves to 
the masses. Just about any rational per-
son could conclude that medical students 
do not fit the profile of a terrorist. 
It's amazing how easily people believe 
what they see and hear on the TY, and later 
make charges of distortion against 
reporters. People should not rush to judg-
ment. · 
People assumed Stone fold the truth. 
Why would a middle-aged mother lie? 
Stone told inves!igators that the stu-
dents' spoke Arabic while jesting about 
9/11. What does a woman from 
Andersonville, a northern Georgia town 
with a !iOpulationS)f about 11,000, know 
about the Arabic language? 
On Larry King Live Butt said: "We're 
of Pakistani descent. We don't even under-
Birth co"-trol ~ou -thit\k ae,out jus-t +x a ~ar: 
stand or speak Arabic." 
Of the three men, only Gheith speaks 
the language. 
Stone's la"Wyer asserted that his client 
was not seeking publicity, despite her inter-
views on CNN, Fox News and others. , 
GoV. Bush's affirmation of Stone as a 
"credible witness" to the investigation -
apparently convinced a few dense individu-
als that the three medical students were 
teITorists . 
We are all hillnans and imperfect; sub-
ject to make mistakes ...,..- something Eunice 
Stone illustrated. 
Judging others before becoming 
informed can only increase the level of stu-
pidity in our actions, as demonstrated by 
those who threatened the medical students 
and tfie Mspital's p~tients and staff. If the 
stud~ts joked about September 11; they 
showed poor taste. They didn't deserve the 
hell they've been pu_t through. 
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension 
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Should an obese fast-
food customer be able to 
blame fast food chains for his . 
health problems? I don't 
think so. 
But one man is trying. A 
57-year-old, 270-pound New 
York man has filed a class-
action suit against 
McDonald's and other fast-
food chains claiming.the 
companies didn't adequately 
warn him that a fatty diet 
can lead to health problems. 
. Sounds like personal 
responsibility is not on this 
man's radar; 
- Maybe he mistook the 
grease mustache left behind 
by good fried chicken for 
vitamins and minerals. Or, 
maybe he thought the grain 
in a muffin and the protein in 
cheese cancelled out the 29 
grams of fat in a sausage 
breakfast sandwich. 
He is not the only one 
that would like to see corpo-
!'ations take responsibility 
for individual choices. Fast-
food critics think fast-food 
chains should include health 
warnings like those found on 
cigarette -and alcohol packag-
ing. " 
That's_goihg too far. 
We carn;10t compare fast 
food to cigarettes or alcohol. 
• . - People don't consume 20 
,, 
FROM PAGE 10 
W~ere;s my ·free ride? 
Why are, commuter students who 
live more than 15 miles from a UCF cam-
pus not allowed to benefit from SGA's 
Safe Rid~ program "SGA buys students 
safe ride home" by Crystal Espinosa 
published Sept 19._ I_ have a 45-minute 
commute to my classes. so I can't get a 
free ride if I'm stranded at three in the 
merning. 
I have to pay the student fees 
that fund this program. and if I lived 
within 15 miles. I could get a free ride 
every other month, even to avoid a bus 
ride from the airpQrt ~o my home. · 
If we're going to do this, can we 
please do this fairly? Make everybody 
that pays the student fees eligible. and 
I would suggest that students not be 
allowed to use this .during the _ day 
·when buses are running. . 
What an ecologically grotesque 
policy! If you use it more than once a 
year.- you should _have to reimburse the 
rest of lIS. Boozers are going to be 
using this a·lot. and I don't see why the 
rest of us should have to subsidize their 
l_ifestyle with our student fees. · -
-MICHAEL THORNTON 
_ ·Graduate Student 
· opponents do succeed_ in 
forcing fast food chains to 
b~come dieticians and 
· nutritionists to the trench-fried 
public, how many other bu_sinesses 
· will '1ave to take respo~sibilitie$ 
for their-customer's actions?· 
whoppers-a day as a result of 
addiction and double cheese-
burgers don't land drivers in 
jail. 
-Unless boxes of evidence 
surface proving otherwise, no 
one has ever heard of Ronald 
McDonald pumping carcinogens 
and addictive substances into 
chfoken nuggets. 
- Though U.S. Surgeon 
General David Satcher predicts 
an epidemic of obesity will soon 
overtake tobacco as tlie leading 
cause of preventable death, the 
answer to that epidemic is edu-
cating the public, not a battery · 
of lawsuits . 
If the government would . 
like fast-food dollars to help the 
effort, they should pick up the 
· phone and ask, not take them to 
· court. Sponsoring customer-
friendly public service 
· announcements can only be 
good public relations for the 
fast-food chains. 
It jusf shouldn't be mandat-
ed by irresponsible customers 
or suit-happy lawyers drooling 
for deep-corporate pockets. 
If opponents do succeed in 
forcing fast food chains to 
become dieticians and nutrition-
ists to the french-fried public, 
how many other businesses will 
have to take responsibilities for 
their customer's actions? 
Department store CEOs bet.., 
ter beware. After all, think of 
the damage you can inflict on 
yourself through shopping. 
Ridiculously high interest rates, 
overextended credit limits and 
damaged credit ratings can-eas-
ily disable any shopper if they 
don't exercise a little personal 
discretion and responsibility. 
To say nothing of the dam-
age to your self-esteem if you 
insist OQ. buying clothes that will 
fit _as soon as you lose five 
pounds, but you never manage 
to lose the weight. Or the repeti-
tive stress of buying every vari-
ation of black shirt on the mar-
. ket until you could wear half 
your, wardrobe-to a funeral. 
I guess if we run into trou-
ble, we should just follow the 
. fast-food customer and file ·suit 
for monetary damages and men-
tal anguish. 
Or perhaps, we can educate 
ourselves and make respo;nsible 
decisions we can live with 
instead. 
If we do get carried away 
·ancl un into a consequence 
tha ' ' a little hard to swallow, 
we can look in the mirror and 
learn t.rom the eXi>erience 
instead of looking for someone 
else to blame. 
Columnist Cathleen Crane can be 
reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com 
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The Golden Knights are poised. to extinguish 
the Flames this Saturday atthe Citrus Bowl 
CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
H. ome sweet home. · Finally. ~- More than a 
· month after· the col-
lege · football season _ 
began, UCF will play its 
· _first game of the sea-
son at the Citrus Bowl 
at 6· p.m. Saturday. 
And it couldn't ~ome at 
a better time or fea-
ture a better oppo-
nent. , 
UCF stands 0-3 -after a 
tough road trip to start the sea-
son. The record is a bit deceiv-
ing~ as they have -played two 
teams that have spent" time in 
the Top 25, -Penn State and 
Marshall, as well as the Pac-10's 
Ariz na State. Those three are ' 
a combined 8-2, and those loss-
. es have come agaip.st Top 25 
teams. -
So the -. reeling Golden 
_ Knights are hungry for their 
_first. win of the season. They're · 
looking to continue their home 
-: win streak of five. They're look-
ing to get. their struggling 
offense back in order, so they 
can make a run for one of the 
Mid-American Conference affili-
ated bowls. Ill other words, 
they're looking for a sacrificiaf 
· - lamb. 
-Hello Liberty. -: 
"We ain't got a victory yet. 
You'll see a hungry football 
team coming home for the first · 
time, wantirig to prove to people 
that they're a quality football 
team," said UCF Coach Mike 
Kruczek. 
The lone Division I-AA 
school on UCF's schedule rep-
resents the perfect opportunity 
to g~t everything right for the 
Golden· Knights. And this isn't 
exactly the cream of the I-AA 
-crop either. The Flames _come in 
1-2 in their first season as mem-
bers. of the' Big . South 
Conference. It's tl!-e same squad 
UCF pasted 63-0 at the Citrus 
Bowl last season. 
The one -standout player 
Liberty -does have is running 
back Verondre Barnes.- The 
sophomore leads the Big South 
in · rushing by a w:lde margin . 
with 345 yards. His backup, 
Eugene-Gooctman, is putting up 
some nice numbers himself, 
averaging 5.5 yards per carry. ' 
Overall tlie Flames are averag;. 
ing 194.3 rushing yards per 
game. 
. But they must come up 
against a UCF defense _giving up 
PLEASE SEE Game ON 16 
Joi! KAl.EITA IC F• 
Tailback Alex Haynes looks t9 have his second 100-yard rushing game Saturday. 
_. , 
Knights hit the road fof conference games 
CHARYi MAGDAONG . ing. 
STAFF wRITER - The last time UCF lost to Georgia State 
was in the 1997 Atlantic Sun Tournament. 
. UCF women's soccer returns to confer- GSU, theii" ra.riked No. 3 in the conference; 
ence play this week With road games against . µpset the favored Golden Knights 2-0 in the 
Georgia St;:ite on Thursday and Campbell on championship match. 
~a~day. UCF plays GSU at -4 p.m. then _, - ~o far t~ season; the Lady Panthers 
,tr;:i.~elS ~Q North Cfil'.olin_a ~o;r ~ ~- p.µ,.. :rp.e~t- · .are 3-3-2, 1-0:1 _agaiJ;tst conf~reuce . opp~, 
nents. An impact player for GSU will be its 
goalkeeper. Because of her efforts in the pre-
vious two games, the A-Sun named GSU's 
freshman goalie Alexa Pasquarelli defensive 
player of the wee}f. She recorded a shutout 
against Jacksonville Sta~e and _helped GSU 
PLEAS~ SE.E G9lden qN i 6 
COMME-NTARY 
KRISTY SHONKA 
. --~TAFF WRITER · 
·nomejires 
hl!rning · ·rc 
The UCF football team 
fooks to begin its thfrd fresh 
start of the season furturda.y 
when the _Golden Knights play 
at home for the -first time this 
· year. 
UCF's first start came with -
the opening game of the season 
. with a chance to knock off 
nationally ranked Penn State. 
The second start came last 
_week with its first Mid-
American. Conference game 
. _ . against Mars.hall. -
Now 0-3, the Knights are 
looking-to win out the rest of 






lost at th·e 
Citrus Bowf 
_ 63:-0 last 
year and 
UCF-Was 
coming off a 
big win over 
UA,B. Tb,_is Fryzel 
year the 
Knights are coming otf three _ 
tough losses and are, ready to 
get that- goose egg out .of the 
win column. · 
Senior wide receiver Jimmy 
Fryzel said he nopes motivating 
the team is not a problem. 
"It shouldn't-be. We need -a 
win. We ought to come out with 
· all the aggression we've had in 
the past tbree games, blowing 
our chance$ .at winning, and 
taRe it out on Liberty," he said. 
That said, UCF isn't look-
ing past Liberty to its next MAC 
. opponent, Western Michigan. 
"That's one thing that we . 
gotta make sure ts clear with . 
the team, is that we don't over-
look them,!.' said Fryzel. "We 
are zero and three: Everybody 
!Jrings up last year, 'oh you be~t 
them 63 to nothing, it's Liberty, 
they're .Division I-AA.' We 
should win. This is a chance for 
our team to go out and get out 
our · aggression." · 
The Knights also want to ' 
show their home fans that they 
know how to win. · 
"We need to make sure that 
[the fans] come .~ut and "see just 
how we ·can play," said Fryzel. 
"They've seen us on TV, that's · 
helped, with the ESPN games, · 
and we've play-ed well in both of 
those games. we' can take about 
five plays in each of -th'ose 
games that co.uld have changed 
.the outcome·._. It will be interest-
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give team back 
its ·confidence 
FROM PAGE 14 
155 yards on the ground per 
game, which could -negate 
Liberty's one chance to moye 
the ball. 
Liberty doe'sn't pass 
much and when they do it has-
n't been terribly efficient. 
Quarterback James Condon 
has just three touchdowns 
against five interceptions. 
This should be a refreshing 
change of pa~e for the Golden 
Knights' pass defense, which 
was pushed but not knocked 
down last week by the potent 
Marshall passing attack. 
"The defense played out-
standing. Look at the progress 
(tlie secondary) made," said. 
Kruczek. ''Asante Samuel 
fl.pally played -the .gaIIi.e he's 
capable of playing, the safeties 
played great. They all stepped 
up and did a great job.:' 
For the UCF offense this 
is definitely a get-well game. 
They should have little prob-
lem - putting points ·on tlie 
board, ·as the LibertY deferis~ " 
shouldi:l't offer much resist-
ance. Loo!\ for huge games out 
of offensive stars Ryan · 
Schneider, Alex Haynes and 
Doug Gabriel. These are the 
kind of games that get players 
in record books. 
"A lot of the big teams 
always start off with a smaller 
team school, because what it 
does is it · just builds confi-
dence," said wide receiver ~ 
.Jimmy Fryzel.~ "There's some 
things you saw that worked, 
maybe a quarterback throw-
ing_ to a receiver, and it might 
be a l~sser opponent but he 
carries that over into a better 
opponent." 
The Golden Knights were 
very crisp on special teams _ 
against Marshall; a big differ-
ence from the two previous 
games that were full of mis-
takes: Extra practice time and 
a few personnel changes prob-
ably had a lot to do with that 
and that shm}.ldn't change this 
week as Liberty's speci~ 
teams are far from spectacu-
lar. 
Golden Knights' punter 
Ryan Flinn had a career game 
against Marshall, punting 
seven times for · a 46.9-yard 
average. But don't expect to 
see too much of him this week. 
UCF fans will get their first 
. up-close gfurtpse of place-,kick-
er Matt Prater, probably more 
on · extra points than the fi~ld 
goals and kickoffs he excels 
at. 
Hopefully UCF will also 
get an opportUnity to_ get play- . 
ing ·time for some of its 
younger players. In particular 
coaches would like to get 
bac~p quarterback. J.on 
Rivera his first collegiate · · 
acti~n. .-
"This will be a great week 
hopefully to· ·get Jon a lot of 
snaps," said. Kruczek. "Not 
only for confidence for himself 
but confidence · in his team-
mates in him." 
In the end UCF should be 
able to walk out of the Citrus 
Bowl · ' O.:O Saturday feeling 
strong and ~i;>nfident. They'll 
need that, as eight of UCF's 
nine remainfug games are ih-
conference. 
UCF 55, L iberty 0 
The Central Florida Future • September 26, 2002 
Golden Knights lose second game Of season 
FROM PAGE 14 
tie undefeated Samford (8-0-1), both 
A-Sun teams. Pasquarelli holds a 
goals against average of 1.55 through 
eight games.· 
The only opponent the Golden 
Knights and Panthers have both 
played is Air Fbrce, with both teams 
losing via shutout. In the . j,naugural 
Marriott/Georgia State Invitational 
Sept. 13, AFA defeated ·the Lady 
Panthers 2-0 and out-shot them 17-10. 
An offsides call in the first half 
took away GSU's goal and best scor-
ing opportunity, ending the half 
scoreless. AFA used second-half 
goals from sqphomores Cookie Day 
and Jellnifer Rowland to win the 
game. , -
. Thirty-six seconds into the sec-
ond half ~of the UCF and AFA game, 
the Falcons scored the orily goal of 
. tbe game. Their goalkeeper Jennifer 
Monson preserved the victory by 
making several key saves late in the 
game. 
With 21 minutes left in the sec-
ond half, UCF had a three-on-zero 
breakaway. Courtney Baines drib-
bled into the box and took a shot that 
was to the right of Monson,, who made 
the save. Then with four minutes 
remaining, Amanda King fired a shot ~ 
from 30 yards out that was headed to 
the upper corner of the far post. 
,,.. Monson reacted_ to the shot and · 
punched the ball over the crossbar. 
Despite the loss, UCF out-shot Air 
Force - 18-12. UCF goalie . Jessica 
Kuhlman ended the day with six 
saves. For just the second time this 
season, UCF lost a game, falling to 6- · . 
2 for the year. . 
In the two game-winners made 
by -the Falcons, both goals came 
unassisted and resulted from free 
kicks. After a UCF penalty, Mary 
Cholko took a free kick from 30 yards 
out on the right wing. Her blast was 
just inside the upper far post and 
beat Kulhman. In- the GSU game, a 
similar situation allowed Day to tally 
a goal. _ 
- In the other conference .game 
slated this week for UCF, the Golden 
Knights face a foe they have never 
lost to. Against Campbell, UCF has 
an all-time record of 9-0. In last year's 
match, the Golden Knights won 2-1 
with the game-winner coming from 
Allison Blagriff. JOE KALEITA I CFF UCF plays A-Sun opponents Georgia State and Campbell on the road this week. 
-· · Kn.ight's Court Knight's-Kro~s~ng 
2635 College Knigbt Court 
888.999.1580. 407.384.6800 
. C;IJege Park LifeWorks Pro~ram and Staff 
2, & 4 Bedroom apartments • . Fully furnished 
~ Monitored- alarm systems .• All appliances included 
All utilities included* • Cable TV 
Full-?ize washer & dryer in, apartmerit 
Free Ethernet in each -bedroom 
. Free local phone with v_oice mail 
2 Swimrr;iing pools • 2 BasRetball courts 
2 Sand volleybc;ill courts • A~e.s.orne c5=>mputers 
. Hot tub & indoor fitness center 
Game room &. mediaJou.nge 
4J2 from $4J$ 
.. ' 2/2~ Type ·A fro!TI $510 · 
· 2/2 Type ·B fro~ $535 · 
_ 12440 Golden Kriight Circle 
'."888.999.695S_• .•07.380.S807 · -
UCF Residence .Life Staff and Services on-site -
2, 3 & 4 ,Bedroom apartments • Fully furnished 
Private bathrooms • All utilities included* 
Monitoreq alarm systems • · Cdble TV w/HBO l, 2, 3 
_ Full-size washer & dryer in apartment' 
Free Ethernet & local phone • 3 Game rooms 
3 Swimming pools • 3 Fitness center!? 
3 Tennis courts • 3 Basketoall courts· 
3· Sand volieyball .courts • 3 Computer/study centers , · 
' Co-sponsore~ universit}t .activifies 
4/4 -from $475 . 
-3./3 from $ 4·90, 
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·> Fcyzel shines in shadows Captain reminds teatn not to overlook liberty 
. CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
It was the second quarter 
against Marshall last Friday, and 
) wide receiver Jimmy Fryzel was 
lying.on the ground. The football 
lay a few feet away and his head 
could have been just as far as 
• hard as he·d been hit. Where his 
mind was at that moment 
remained to be seen. 
"They asked me 'Do you 
know· where you are?'" said 
' Fryzel. "My response was yeah, I 
just got knocked out by that guy 
" from Marshall." 
As hard as the h.it was, 
Fryzel nearly hung on to the ball 
'> as his 6-foot, 195-pound frame 
slammed against the ground. It's 
a testament to UCF's "other" 
receiver and his abilities on the 
) football field. 
While people around the 
country continue to talk about 
fellow starting Wideout Doug 
~ Gabriel, Fryzel goes about his 
business -making plays like he 
has since becoming . a Golden 
, Knight four years ago. 
Back then he was a true 
freshman, coming out of 
Lakeland High School. He was a 
first-team coaches' District 5A 
player of the year and honorable 
mention all-state selection as a 
senior. For his prep career he 
caught 68 passes for 1,438 yards 
and 21 touchdowns. He also 
helped Lakeland to a state title 
-, in 1996. . 
_ Jt was not until UCF's sum: 
JOE l<ALEITA I CFF 
Senior Jimmy Fryzel has been a consistent 
force in the Golden Knights' wide receiving 
corps this season. 
mer football camp that he caught 
the_ eye of the Golden Knight 
coaches. He impressed them 
enough at camp to get offered a 
scholarship. And it's been a deci-
sion that's paid off greatly for 
the Golden Knights. 
He played in nine games as 
a freshman, though mostly .on 
special teams. He still managed 
to catch four passes for 73 yards. 
The following season he worked 
his way into the wide receiver 
rotation, making 36 receptions 
for 606 yards, including his 
career long of 61. He also found 
the endzone a career-best three 
times. 
Last year he became a 
starter and one of quarterback 
Ryan . Schneider's most reliable 
targets. He caught 39 passes for 
664 yards and two touchdowns. 
Now he's a senior, having 
watched the program evolve 
from the immediate post-Daunte 
era to the first game in the Mid-
American Conference. 
"Student involvement I 
think has been growing, more of 
the freshman that come in each 
year asking when the hoine 
games are, when's the start-up," 
said Fryzel. "I notice at the 
game, the (student) section does 
get bigger each game." 
So far this year he has nine 
receptions for-148 yards. He may 
not have the flash of Gabriel or 
even yqung backups Tavaris 
Capers and Luther Huggins, but 
there is no doubting his strength. 
He can bench 400 pounds, squat 
4 75, and power clean 312: Later 
in the Marshall game he took 
another big hit and this time held 
on the "Qall and charged ahead 
for a few more yards. 
As. Gabriel continues to put 
up huge numbers, defenses are 
keying in on him more and more. 
Having a quality receiver like 
Fryzel on the other side helps 
keep those def ens es a little more 
honest in their coverage. 
"He's going to take a lot of 
pressure off me. Everyone 
knows what Jimmy" can . do. I'm 
glad-he's on the other side with 
me," said Gabriel. 
· · Fryzel is also climbing 
through the UCF record . book. 
He's caught a pass in 24 straight 
games. That ties him with David 
Rhodes for sixth on the school's 
all-time list. If he records at least 
one reception fu each of the nine 
remaining games on UCF's · 
schedule he'll be second on the 
list behind only his coacp., Sean 
Beckton. . . 
Beckton caught a pass in 42 
consecutive games between 1987 
and 1990. With 1,491 career-
receiving yards, Fryzel needs 
just 250 yards , to crack the 
school's all-time top 10. 
And while he may not be the 
superstar on the field, he is in 
the locker room. He's · the offen-
sive captain and he plans, to help . 
keep the 0-3 Golden Knights 
focused as they get set to play 
Division I-AA opponent Liberty 
in their home opener. . 
- "That's one thing I got to 
make sure that's clear with the 
team is we don't overlook 
(Liberty)," said Fryzel. "Here's a 
chance for a win, that's how· we 
have to look at this. This is what 
can start us rolling on that 
streak that we want to win the 
rest." 
•..!... .. ,)~ . 
·Alatava Chiropracnc center· 
•Auto & Sports-Injuri_es 
• Effective & Gentle Chiropractic Manipulation -
•Massage Therapy Available (MM6063) -. ~ 
. -· David _Indernjesen, D.C. -
Gradu~te of UCF, ~nd 
Cleveland Cliiropractic ~ollege 
Located-in Alafaya Commons Center, 
Al~faya Ttail and East- ·co~onial Dr. 
281-0900 
Red Storm Paintball 
no Holds Barred Tournament 
100+ 'People • 5-7 .hrs. 
S45-S65 entry fee 
(depending on total# of participants) 
·includes FREE Equipment~ 
FREE Paint, FREE Buffet 
Please call Zac at (407) 325-0535 
or ·email zharueg@redstormpaintball.com 
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UNLV narrowly defeated the UCF 
· men's soccer team 3-2 on Sunday at the 
UNLV Fila Classic at Peter Johann 
Memorial Field in Las Vegas. 
UNLV's Boomer Arbalaez scored the. 
·game-winning goal with 8:07 r~maining 
to make _ the scor~ 3-2 in favor of the 
Rebels. UCF Sophomore Eric Vasquez 
picked up his second assist of the season , 
after setting up Zegai Habtom for a 
game-tying goal in the first three min-
utes of the match. 
Golden Knights freshman 
Billy 'Judi.Ilo scored his first 
collegiate goal in the second 
half. to tie the game at 2. The · 
match would stay that way 
until Arbalaez's kill shot. UCF · 
goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh 
picked up -six saves as the 
Oolden Knights fell to 2-3-1' on 
the season. 
Sunday's match was only 
the ·second time the two 
schools had faced .each other in 
men's soccer. UCF won their first meet-
ing 2-0 back in 1998. Habtom's goal gave 
University of ·Central Florida 
Thirty~Fourth Student Body Senate 
Constitutional Amendment 34-03 
Introduced by: UR Choir Folkowitz ~Sponsored By: UR 
Committee (DPT Soroka, Senators: Schiller, Bryan, Hsu; Balesteri, 
and Van Voorheesl • Contad: Chair Fcilkowitz 
Committee Adion: Passed • Second Reading: August 22, 
2002 • Thlrd Reading: September 5, 2002 
Vote: 22 for/ 0 against/ 0 abstain 
(Constitution~ Amendment Regarding Subpoena Power) 
Whereas, the Student Senate is provided the ability to issue 
subpoenas by a majority vole of the entire body or by 
majority vote of o committee. 
Whereas-, this procedure is unlawful and may cause the 
Senate of the University of Central Florido lo encounter legal 
actions against itself. 
Wherea's, the Senate has the rightful ability lo use its power 
of Special Acts in order to bring action upon individuals or 
groups responsible to Student Government. 
Therefore be it amended by the 34th Student Senate that the 
Constitution of .the Student Body of the University of Centr.ol Aorida 
be amended to read as follows: 
. THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STUDENT BODY OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLQRIDA 
We, the Students of the University of. Central Aorida, in 
order that we may maintain the Benefits of Constitutional 
Liberty and may <;reate o Representative Association through 
which the Individual Student can Participate Actively in this 
. university and which Promotes Cooperation among the 
Student Body, Faculty and Administration, Do hereby Ordain 
and Establish this Constifution of the Student Body of the 
Univlf'!ify of Central Aorido. 
Article ~ 1he Student Body 
Sedian 1: Name 
The name. of this orgonizolion shall be the Student Body of the 
. University of Central Aorido. The governmentol-ogency of this 
organizalion shal be the University of Central Rorida Student 
Government, hereinafter referred lo os Student Government. 
Sec1ion 2: . Jurisdiction 
Al students by virtue of their registration in the University of Central 
Flarida shal be members of the Student Body and shall be subject 
to this Conslilution. 
Section 3: franchise 
All students enrolled at the Univ~rsity of Central Florido shaU be 
enlillad to vote in the special ond general elections of the Student 
Body. 
Seel. 4: Referendum Elections 
The Slimill Body hos the right fo toll for a referendum election, . 
provided lhat a ~fition signed by of least ten percent (10%) o~ the 
Sludllt Body is submitted us specified by statute. 
Seclli S: Definitions 
The amnl diem of BID<k's Low Dictionary, unless otherwise·stoted 
in the Cnlilulion, Sfatules of the Student Body or Senate Rules and 
Pnadures, shoR be used in understanding ~ terms contained 
wilhin the Student Government Association, Statutes ond Senate 
Rules 11111 Procedur~ 
Article II: 1he Legislature 
Section 1 : Legislative Authority . . 
The legislative authority of the Student Body shall be vested in the , 
Sludent Senate, hereinafter referred fo os the Senate. 
Sedialt 2: Compilsition 
The Senate shall be composed o~ 
A. A number of students who shall be known as Senofors. 
B. A Senate President who shall be the Student 
Body Vice President. 
C. A Senate President Pro Tempore elected from the Senate. 
D. A number of officers elected or appointed as stated in the 
Senate Rules ond Procedures. 
Section 3: Senate Session 
The Senate session shall begin and end ofter each Foll semester 
election. 
Section 4: Apportionment and Election 
of the Student Senate 
The Senate shall be apportioned as established by ~atufe. The 
Senate shall be elected by majority vote. 
Section 5: Powers, Duties and Limttations 
The Student Senate sholl: 
A. Enact, by majority vote, constttutionol bylows fo be known 
as Student Body Statutes, with the exception of bylaws 
concerning elections, which shall require a two-thirds 
(2/3) vote of the Senate. 
B. Propose and ad on Constitutional Amendments. 
C. Provide for the compilation and publication of legislation. 
D. Advise and consent, by o two-thirds (2/3) vote, 
appointments made by the Student Body President 
E. Impeach Student Body officers, both elected and 
appointed, according lo procedures desuibed in Statute. 
F. Approve and allocate the fiscal budget of Student 
Government, os provided by statute. 
G. Allocate all student funds, as'provided by statute. 
H. Establish its own mei:ting times, rules and procedures. 
I. Establish means through which the Student Body con 
actively participate in the formulation of policies affecting 
the students of .the University of Central Aorida. ' 
J. Override o veto by the Student Body President by o 
two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Senate. 
K. Override a veto by the chief Student Affairs officer by 
two-thirds (2/3) vote and refer the legislation fo the 
President of the University for uhimote review. 
L Enact, by a majority vote, special acts requiring action by 
individuak or groups responsible fo Student Government. 
M. Issue Notice(s) of appearance 5llilpeeMs by o majority 
v~te of the Senate or by majority vote of a Senate 
Committee. 
N. Assemble in open meetings at frequent intervals for the 
deliberation of legi~ation ond the business of the Student 
Body. 
Article Ill: The Executive 
Section 1 : Executive Authority 
All executive powers and those powers not specifically granted here-
in fo other branches of Student Government shall be vested in the 
Student Body President, Ossisted by the Student Body Vice President, 
and such other administiirtiVe officers os the President shall appoint 
E. Coll .and preside over meetings of the Student.Body ond 
student assemblies when appropriate. 
F. Address the Senate at least once each academic term and 
on other occasions, upon the invitation of the Senate. 
G. lnttiate budget proceedings for the fiscal year and provide 
for the effective expenditure of student funds. 
H. Coll for o referendum of the Student Body when 
appropriate, subject fa concurrence of o two-thirds (2/3) 
vote of the Senate. 
I. Remove, at the President's discretion, any appointed 
officer, with the exception of appointments made lo 
vacant elected offices and Justices appointed fo the 
Judicial Council. ' 
J. Grant, withhold or withdraw registration of ony 
· organization under the jurisdiction of the Student Body. · 
Section 4: Duties of the Vice President 
A. The Vice President shall assume the powers of the 
President upon the President;s request or removal. 
B. The Vice President shall preside over the Senate os its 
President and shall be able to break o tie vote of the 
Senate. 
Section 5: , Order of Succession 
A. In the event that the President resigns or is unable fo 
perform the powe.rs ond duties of office, the Vice 
President shall become the President. 
B. In the event that the Vice President is unable to fulfill the 
duties of office, the Senate President Pro Tempore shall 
become Vice President. 
Section 6: Additional Elected Executive Branch Officers 
. There shall be an elected Vke President for the Executive Branch 
who sholl be responsible fo! the Executive Branch functions os deter-
mined by the Student Body President. This Vice President shall in no 
way serve in the capocify of the standing V'Ke President who pre-
sides. over the s~ Senate. 
Article IV: The JuctKiory 
Section 1: Judicial Power 
The judiciol power of the Student Body shall be vested in a Judicial 
Council and such o~her judicial boards as the Senate may from time 
to time deem appropriate lo establish. · 
Section 2: Purpose 
If is ordained that the student judiciary protect the rights of the 
Student Body by insuring the rights of the individuol·and through 
the interpretation of the Constitution. . 
Section 3: Judicial Authority 
The judicial aUthority of the Student Body shall induda: 
A. The profection of student rights. 
fa effectively carry ouf the business of Student Govemnie~~ ---
_ -&:'Judicial Review, the power to examine legislative and 
executive acts. Acts brought to the.attention of the 
. couna1 may be declared to be unconstitutionol by 
majority concurrence. Section 2: Election of Executive Officers 
The President and Vice President shall be elected according fa 
statute, by a majority vote of the Student Body, and shall serve o 
one-year term of office following each election. 
Section 3: Duties and Powers of the President. 
The President shall: 
A. Administer ond enforce all lows of ~ Student Body. 
B. Appoint administrative and executive officers, 
wifh concurrence of the Senate. \ 
C. Appoint qualified studenls to vacant Student Government 
offices, with concurrence of the Senate. 
D. Sign or veto all measures passed by the Senate within 
fen (10) school days of passage .from the Senate. Na 
·action by the Student Body President in ten (10) school 
days shall constitute approval of the measure by the 
Student Body President. The chief Student Affairs officer · 
shall have three (3) weeks tci veto or sign the measures 
in question. No action in three weeks shall constitute 
approval of the meosur~ by the chief Student Affairs 
officer. • 
c. The hearing of coses involving sfuderit atspuf es o~ 
·violation of Universiiy regulotions,-the Constitution of the 
Student Body of the University of Central Aorida, Student · 
Body Statutes and acts. · . ', 
D. The provision of appellate procedures, as defined 
by statute. 
Section 4: Administration: Practice ond Procedure 
A. The. Chief Justice of the Judicial Council shall serve as the 
chief administrative officer of the judiciary and shall be 
vested with, ond shall exercise in accordance with rules 
adopted by the court the authority to: . 
1. Assign duties among the Justices of the Council. 
2. Supervise the administration of the Council and 
·certain judicial boards, as established by judicial 
policy. 
3. Conduct and preside over Council proceemngs. 
4. Rule on procedural questions that arise during the 
course of the judicial proceedings. 
. 5. Rule on the pertinence of evidence presented before 
Vasquez 
him a. team-high· two goals oit 
the year and tied him with Eric 
Vasquez for most points on the 
team ·with. four. The ' Golden.-
Knights' road woes continue as 
all three of their losses have 
come away from Orlan40 
One of the bright spots fofi' 
UCF in this young season has 
been ' sophomore goalkeeper 
;Ryan Mcintosh. Mcintosh . i~ 
fifth in the Atlantic ·Sun · in 
saves, second in saves per 
gam~, and third in goals ag~inst aver-
age. 
the Council, os established in The Gol~en Rule: A 
Handbook for Students. . 
6. Report, orally and in writing, to the accu~ed, the 
recommendation of the Judicial Council. 
7. Be respiinsible for administering th~ "Oath of . 
Office" to oll Student Body officers. 
8. Inform the Senate of the condition of the judiciary 
and recommend measures for the improvement of 
the administration of Justices. 
9. Report to the Senate such de feds in the lows as 
may hove been brought to the attention of the 
Council and suggest such. amendments or additional 
legislation, which is ~eemed necessary. . 
B. The Judicial Council shall establish its own meeting times, 
rules and procedures. All rules ond procedures of the 
council ore subject to approval by the Chief Student 
Affairs Officer. 
C. The (ounca sholl conduct closed hearings on miitters . 
concerning individual violations of University regulations, 
which may require disciplinary recommendations. The 
Council may conduct open hearings for all other coses. . 
" , 
Section 5:. Composition of the Judicial Council 
A. The Judicial Council shall be composed of Twelve ( 12) 
Justices and two (21 Ahernate-Justices appointed on 
staggered p~esidentiol terms. 
B. Justice terms shall be two years in length. 
C. Six (6) Justices and one (1) Alternate Justice shall be 
appointed each year. If a vacancy occurs, the president , 
may appoint a replacement for the remainder 
of the term. 
D. A Chief Justice' shall be appointed year~ from within the · f 
Couna1 by the· president, the term of office shall be. 
concurrent with that of the president who mcide the 
Gppoinfment. 
E. Other officers that the Council deem necessary shall be 
chosen according to JudidOI Pr~res. 
Section 6: Prmres of the Coundl 
A. Quorum fpr a Judicial Hearing or official meeting of the 
Judicial Council shall consist of a minimum of four Justices 
and the Chief Justice for a student hearing. Quorum for . 
Student Government hearings shaU be set of fifty percent 
(50%) ~us one (1) of the current membership. 
B. In the absence of the Chief Justice, an iqferim Chief 
Justice shall be designated according lo Judicial 
· Pr1Kedures. · 
C. The Judicial Pr1Kedures shaU provide for the removal of 
members of the Couno1 from office for absences. 
Article V: Amending Process , . 
Section 1 : ~ Proposal of Amendments . _ 
A. An C111endment fo this Constitution may be proposed by: 
I. A vote of two-thirds (2/3) of the Senate, or I 
2. A written pefifion, presented fo the Chief Election 
. Commissioner, bearing the signatures of a minimum 
of fen percent (10%) of the Student Body enrolled ~ 
in the Fall term of the year. · I 
B. The proposed amendment sliall be published in the major 
student publication and otherwise mode available fo the 
'Student Body for two (2) consecutive weeks prior to the 
vote by the Student Body, The vote an the proposed· 
Constitutional Amendment(s) shall be held duri~g the next 
regular Student Government election. 
Section 2: Ratification 
. The projl9Sed amendment Sholl become port of the Constnution upon: 
A. Ratification by a majority of ihe votes cost in an election 
open to the Student Bodyt and 
B. The Chief Student Affairs Officer shall have thirty calendar 
days from the dote the resuhs are posted to sign or veto 
the constitutional amendment. If no action is taken in 
thirty days, the amendment shall be considered approved. 
Be it further enacted; 
That all subsections be renumbered 
· .l 
' 
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Scoreboard watching awaits UCF 
FROM PAGE 14 
ing to see what this first one 
is like."· 
A blowout_ Saturday 
should giv.e UCF the confi-
dence it needs heading into 
the rest of the season, which 
features MAC opponents in 
the seven of its last eight 
g,ames. The Knights have 
another bye week between the 
Liberty gam_e and their next 
game Oct. 12 at Western 
Michigan. 
- '].'he Knights are.looking 
at the Liberty game 'its a ·way 
to get the season back on 
'track. 
"We all know in our 
minds, yeah we can run the 
table., but now we're having to 
rely on someone else to beat 
Marshall and that's what 
hurts," said Fryzel. 
· In its first season in a 
conference, UCF now gets its 
·first taste of scoreboard 
watching, hoping for MAC 
teams to knock the· 
Thundering Herd off the top 
spot. With Friday's loss to 
Marshall, the Knights have no 
control over their conference 
fate, all they can do now is 
win the rest of their MAC 
games. 
Corumnist Kristy Shonka can be. 
reached at sports@ucffuture.com 
•. 
Introduced by: UR Omir FolkoWitz • Sp0nsored By: UR Committee 
(DPT Soroka, Senators: Schiller, Brycn, Hsu, Bolesteri, and Van Voorhees) 
• Contact: Choir Folkowitr 
Committee A<Pon: Passed • Second React11g: August 22, 2002 • 
Third Reading: September 5, 2002 
Vote: 24 for/ 0 against/ 2 abstain 
(Restructuring of Executive and Legislative Branches) 
Whereo5, there is a need to redefine 1he structure of-our Student 
Government in order to facilttate an environment that represents a 
true distinction between the Executive and Legislative branches. -. 
Whereas, under the current system, the Executive branch often 
over steps ils authority and becomes imposing upon the 
Legislature. · 
Therefore be tt amended by the 34th Student Senate that the Constitution 
-of 1he Student Body of the University of Central Florida be amended to 
read os follows: 
THE CONSTllUTION OF THE STUDENT BODY OF 
THE UNIVERSllY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
We, the Students of the University of Central Florida, in order that we may 
maintain the Benefits of Constitutional Liberty and may Create a 
, 
1 
Representative Association through Which the lndi~uol Student con 
Participate Actively in-this university and which Promotes Cooperation 
-among the Student Body, Faculty and Administration, Do hereby Ordain 
and Establish this Constitution of the Student Body of the University of 
Central 'Florido. 
Article I: The Student Body 
Section l : Name . 
The name of this organization shall be the Student Body of the University 
of Central Florida. The .governmental agency of this organization Shall be 
the University of Central Florida Student Government, hereinafter referred 
to as Student Government. 
Section 2: Jurisdiction 
All students by virtue of their registration in the University of Central 
· FIOrida shall be members of the Student Body and shall be subject to this 
Conslitution. 
Section 3: Franchise· 
All students enrolled at the University of Central Aorida shall be entttled to 
vote in the special and general elections of the Student Body. 
Section 4: Ref er end um Elections 
The Student Body hos the right to call for a referendum election, provided 
that a petition signed by at. least ten percent ( l 0%) of the Student Body is 
submttted OS specified by statute. _ . -
Sectioo S: Definitions 
The current edition of Block's Low Dictionary, unless otherwise stated in the 
Constitution, Statutes of the Student Body or Senate Rules and Procedures, 
shall be used in understanding the term5 contained within the Student 
Government AsSodotion, Statutes and Senate Rules and Procedures. 
Article II: The Legislature 
Sectio1d: - Legislative Authority 
The legislative·authority of.the Student BodYshol be vested in the Student 
Senole, hereinafter referred to os the Senate. 
Section 2: Compositioo 
The Senate shall be composed of, 
A. A number of students who sho8 be known os Senators. 
. B. ' ~•R!ll• PHsi~ellt die 511111 he •• 'ludallt Bally _ 
¥iai llteiillallt. A Speaker of the Senate elected from the 
Senate ti> serve as imoortial choTunon and leader of the 
Senate. 
C. A Senate Speaker ProTempore elected from the Senate. · 
D. A~ of officers· elected or appointed os stated in the 
University of Centra.1 Flor-ida 
T~itty-Fourth Student Body Senate 
-_ Constitutional Amendment 34·0·4 
Senate Rules and Procedures. 
Section 3: Senate Session 
The Senate session shall begin and end ofter each Foll semester 
election. 
Section 4: Apportionment and Election of the 
Student Senate 
The Senate shall be apportioned as estobl~hed by statute. Th~ Senate 
shall be elected by majority vote. · -
Section 5: Powers, Duties and Limttations 
The Student Senate shall: 
A. Enact, by majority vole, constitutional b~aws to be known as 
Student Body Statutes. with the exception of b~aws concerning 
elections, which shall require a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Senate. -
B. Propose and a~ on Constttutionol Amendments, 
C. Provide for the compilation and publication of legislation. 
. D. Advise and consent, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote, appointments 
mode by the Student Body President. 
E. Impeach Student Body officers, both elected and appointed, 
according lo procedures described in Statute. 
F. Approve and allocate the fiscal budget of Student 
Government, as provi<led by statute. 
G. Allocote all student funds, as provided by statute. 
H. Establish its own meeting times, rules and procedures. 
L Establ.ish means through which the Student Body can actively 
pllrticipate in the formulation of policies affecting the students of 
the University of Central Florido. 
J. Override a-veto by the Student Body President by a two-thirds 
(2/3) vote of the Senate. 
K. Override a veto by the chief Student Affairs officer by tWo-
- thirds (2/3) vote and refer the legislation to the P~esident of 
, the University for ultimate review. 
L Enact, by a majority vole, special acts requiring action by 
individuals or groups responsible to Student Government. 
M. Issue subpoenas by a majority vote of the Senote or by majori-
ty vote of a Senate commtttee. 
N. Assemble in open meetings at frequent intervak for the 
deliberation of legislation and ihe business of the Student Body. 
Artide Ill: The Executive 
Section l: Executive Authority 
All executive powers and those powers not specifically granted herein to 
other branches of Student Government shall be vested in the Studerit Body 
President, assisted by the Student Body Vice President, and such other 
administrative officers as the President shall appoint to effectively carry 
out the business of Student Government. 
Section 2: Election of Executive Officers 
The President and Vice President shall be elected according lo statute, by a 
majority vote of the Student Body, and shall serve a one-year term of 
office following each election. 
Section 3: Duties and Powers of the President 
The President shall: 
A. Administer and enforce all laws of the Stude~t Body. 
-B. Appoint administrative and executive officers, with concurrence 
of the Senate. 
C. Appoint _qu<imed students to vacant -Student Government 
offices, with concurrence of the Senate. 
D. Sign or veto all measures passed bY the Senate within ten H 0) 
- school days of passage from the Senate. No action by the 
Studenl Body President in ten (10) school days shall constitule 
approval of the measure by the Student Body President. 1he chief 
Student Affairs officer shoU hove three (3) weeks to veto or sign 
the measures in question. No action in three weeks sholr consti 
Me approval of the measure by the chief Student Affairs officer. 
E. CaH ond .preside over meetings of the Student BodY and student 
· assemblies when appropriate. 
F. Address the Senate at least once each academic term and on 
other occasions, upon the invitation of the Senate. 
G. lnitiote budget proceedings for the fiscal year and provide for 
the effective expendtture of~ funds. • 
H. Call for a referendum of the Student Body when appropriate, sub 
ject lo concurrence of a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Senate. 
L Remove, at .the President's d'ISO'etion, ll1Y apjiointed officer, with 
the exception of appointments mode to vocont elected offices 
and Justices appointed lo the Judicial Council. 
J. Grant, withhold or withdraw registration of any organization 
under the jurisdiction of the Student Body. 
Section 4: Dl!fies of the Vice President 
A. The Student Body Vice President shall assume the powers and 
duties of the Student Body President upon •e Pmi~ellt's his or 
her request or removal. 
. B. The Student Body Vice President shall be able to break a tie 
vote of the Senate. The Student Body Vice:.President shall assist 
the Student Body President. as the Student Body President 
deems necessary_ 
Section 5: Order of Successiorr 
A. In the event that the Student-Body President ~ is unable 
to perform the powers and duties of office, th; Student-Body 
Vice President shall ~ assume the role of Student 
~President. 
B. If the Student Body President resigns or is removed from office 
then the Student Body Vice-President shall become the Student 
Body President. 
C In the event where the Student-Body Vice President becomes 
the Student Body President he or she shall be given the power to 
appoint. with confirmation of the Senate. a new Student-Body 
Vice President. 
D. In the event that the Student-B Vice President is unable to 
Section 6: 
fulfill the dui1~'of Ae the' udent-BOOV President the 
Speaker of the Senate ~eRlle PmieeRf PFe Te111~ere shall 
become the Student-Body President. 
AdeiliBRBI Qaelae ~naftlfi, a RraReh Qffieel5 
ll!era shell Be BR alaelae 'ijee PrasiileRrfer lhe ~1eeuti"e RFeReh "iile shell 
Be F8SpBRSiBle hr iie ~IBEIJfi B RraREh fuREliBRS as detall!liRBS By the 
SlueeRI Rady PresidaRI. Utis 'Jiea PrasideRI shell iR Ra we·; serve iR •• 
1epeeil') ef ltle staRdiRg "iee PresieeRt ilia ~midas e ar the §tu~eRI 
kRete. 
Article IV: The Judiciary 
Section I: Judicial Power 
The judicial power of the Student Body shall be vested in a Judicial Council 
and such- other judicial boards os the Senate may from time to time deem 
appropriate to establish. 
Section 2: Purpose 
II is ordained thot the student judiciary protect the rights of the Student 
Body by insuring the rights of the individual and through the interpreta-
tion of the Constttution. -
Section 3: Judicial Authority 
The judicial authority'of the Student.Body shall indude: 
A. The protection of student rights. 
B. Judicial Review, the power to examine legislative and e:<ecutive 
acts. Ads hr~ to the attention of the council may be declared 
to be unconstitutional by majority concurrence. 
C. The hearing of coses involving student disputes or violation of 
University regulations, the Constitution of the Student Body of 
the University of Central Aorida, Student Body Statutes and acts. 
D. The provision of appellate procedures, as defined by statute. 
· Section 4: Adminislralion: Practice and Procedure 
• A. The Chief Justice of the Judicial Council shall serve as the chief 
administrative officer of the juOtciary and shall be vested with, 
and shoB exercise in accordance.with rules adopt~ by the court 
the authority to: 
l. Ass9J duties omong the Justices of the Counot 
2. Supervise the administrutiol) of the Council and certain 
judicial_ boards, as estabWied by judicial po5cf _ 
3. Conduct and preside over Council proceedings. 
4. Rule on procedural questions that arise during the course 
of the judicial proceedings. 
· 5. Rule an the pertinence of evidence pre'Sented before the 
CoUno1, as established in The Golden Rule: A Handbook 
for Students. 
6. Report, oral~ and in writing, to the accused, the 
recommendation of the Judicial Counat 
7. Be responsible for administering· the "Oath of Office" to 
all Student Body officers. 
8. Inform the Senate of the condition of the judiciary and 
recommend measures for the improvem~nt of the 
administration of Justices. · 
9. Report to the Senate such defects in the lows as may 
hove been brought to the attention of the Council and sug-
gest such amendments or lldditionol legislation, which is 
-deemed necessary. 
B. The Judicial Council shall establish its own meeting times, rules 
and procedures. All rules and pr_ocedures of the councilr;;re su~ect 
to approval by the Cliief Student Affairs Officer. 
C. The Council shall conduct closed hearings on matters. concerning 
individual violations of University regulations, which riioy · 
require disciplinary recommendations. The Council may conduct 
open hearings for all other coses. 
Section 5: Composition of the Judicial Councd 
A. The Judicial Council shall be composed of Twelve ( 12) Justices 
and two (2) Alternate Justices appointed on staggered presidential 
terms. 
B. Justice terms shall be two years in length. 
C: Six (6) Justices and one (l) Alternate Justic~ shall be appointed 
each year. If a vacancy occurs, the president may appoint a 
replacement for the remainder of the term. 
D. A Chief Justice shall be appointed yearly from within the 
Council 
by the president, the term qf office shall be concurrent with that 
of the president who made the appointment. -
E. Other officers that the Council deem necessary shall be chosen 
according lo Judicial Procedures. -
Section 6: Procedures of the Council 
A. Quorum for a Judicial Hearing or official meeting of the Judicial 
Council shall consist of a minimum of four Justices and the Chief 
Justice for a student hearing. Quorum fot Student Governme~I 
hearings shall be set at fifty percerit (50%) plus one (1) of the 
current membership, 
B. In the absence of the Chief Justice, an interim Chief Justice shall 
be designated according to Judicial Procedures. 
C..The Judicial Procedures shall provide for the removal"of mem 
hers of the Council from office for absences. 
Article V: Amending Process 
Section l : Proposal of Amendments 
A. An amendment to this Constitution may be proposed by: 
I. A vote of two-thirds (2/3) of the Senate, or 
2. A written petition, presented to the Chief 
Election Commissioner, bearing ihe signatures of a 
minimum of ten percent ( l 0% l of the Student Body 
enrolled in the Foll term of the year. " 
B. The proposed amendment shall be published in the major stu . 
dent publication and otherwise made-avodable to the Student 
Body for two (2) consecutive weeks prior to the vote by the 
Student Body. 
The vol~ on the proposed Constitutional Amendment(s) shall be 
held during the nexf regular Student Government election. 
Section 2: Ratification 
The proposed amendment shall become part of the Constitution upon: 
A. Ratification by a majority of the votes cast in an election open 
to the Student Body, and 
B. The Chief Student Affairs Officer Shall hove thirty calendar days 
from the date the results are posted to sign or veto the constitu 
tionol amendment. If no action is token in thirty days, the 
amendment shall be considered approved. 
Be tt further amended that the words Studerlt-Body be added before each 
reference of President and Vice President. 
Be tt further enacted that this amendment after ratification be estabtished 
May eth 2003 







When Sophomore Michelle· 
Powell gets stressed out she and 
finds com.fort in riding her b 1 a s t horse. · 
"With a}f the stress of .my 
classes, being involved in a 
sorority, a.nd participating in 
horse riding com.petitions dur-
ing the school year, ~ find that 
riding .'is a good way to de-
stress," she said. 
music. 






. Some students find 
that mediation and reflect-
ing are all they need in dealing 
with stress. 
A survey cond.ucted by the 
American ·College Health Said sophomore Sherwin 
·Association found that more Salomon: "I deal with my stress 
than 92 percen~ of students_ feel by going into my room and 
overwhelmed because of - relaxing. 
school work and extracurricu- "I find this time helps me 
lar acttvities. \ · _organize my thoughts, so I can 
Sophomore Brenda Bone find a solution to the problem.. 
said: "I find that exercise is a "Last semester I was so 
great way to ~elieve stress. I stressed out that I actually got 
take spinning classes at the . two. gray hairs." 
gym and it help.s a lot." - - Robert L. Harm.an, direc-
Listening to music is a tor of - the Counseling and 
popular way for students to Testing Center, s~id: "We get 
unwind. many students that come in to 
"After a stressful day at talk about stress-related 
-class or work, I get into my car issues. We get freshmen that 
are homesick and feel-
ing overwhelmed with their 
newfound independence, to 
seniors that are stressed about 
graduating college and finding 
employment in the unsure job 
market. We are getting a lot of 
students making appointments 
this semester. We are booked 
for the next 10 days." 
. Academics are not the onl~ 
NATALIA ZULUAGA I CFF 
cause of stress for students. 
"Something that is a .major 
stressor for studen~s are their 
finances," said Harm.an. "We're 
getting many students who are -
- still waiting for their financial 
PLEASE SEE Free oN 23 
Dave would .be . disappointed 
Cafl}pus-Wendy's 'value . 
menu' prices biggie-sized 
KELLY O'CONNOR 
STAFF WRITER 
It was around noon on 
Wed,nesday and Kim Carran; a 
junior psychology major, could 
not ignore the fact that · her 
stomach was growling . out of · 
control. This meant only one 
thing: Time for lunch. 
She debated her options in 
her head and · settled on the 
Wendy's located conveniently in 
the Student Uriion. A memory 
_ of the Wendy's TV com.m.ercials 
for the 99-cent "Super Na,Iue 
Menu" jogged her memory and 
since she was low on cash flow, 
she was even 
happier with her 
decision. She 
stepped in -line 
with intentions of 
settling her very 
hungry stomach. 
Little -:-did she 
realize that she 
was ab9ut to ge( · 
a shocking eye-
ADAM RosCHE/ CFF 
Same franchise, same menu, different prices. The Student Union's Wendy's "Super Value Meal" (left) shows a 
higher cost for the same items as_ thOse sold at the Wendy's on East Colonial an~ Alafaya Trail (right). 
full of prices wheri sh_e checked 
out the menu board. Looking 
up, she saw the "Super Value 
. Menu." ·Instead of. it being 99 
cents for each item, it was a 
.· whopping.$1.09. Reatlzing this, 
her appetite and hopes were 
shot down and diminished so 
quickly that she .decided to 
bring her business -someplace 
else- somewhere she would not 
be allowing: highway robbery to 
occur. 
AJ.though most of the 
restaurants -on cam.pus . have 
standardized prices; Wendy's 
99-cent "Super Value Menu" 
contains items for $1.09 . 
"Over 90 _ percent of the 
PLEASE SEE Menu bN 21 
Days a 
week-. 




THURSDAY Sept. 26 
Alice Peacock at, Park Ave. CD jr. 
The buzz around Alice Peacock is 
that critics have compared her to the 
· likes of Joni Mitchell and ·Sheryl Crow. 
You have the opportunity to see for 
yourself when she performs a live 
acoustic set of material off her self-titled 
debut. It all begins at 12 p.m. in the 
Student Union at Park Av~nue CD jr. 
Filter at the Hard Rock Live 
This Filter concert at the Hard 
Rock Live is without a doubt the 
biggest rock n' roll show in Orlando 
this week. The ex-Nfue Inch Nails gui-




has .been around since 1995, and has ~ 
had nothing but ·success since the 
release of its song "Hey Man, Nice. 
Shot." This tour is in support pf fue 
band's July 2002 release The 
Amalgamut, which featured the single 
"Where Do We Go From Here." 
Opening bands include Earshot and 
ShliledoW!l. Tickets are $19 in 
advance, and $22 at the door. The • 
- show starts at 8 p.m. 
FRIDAY Sept. 27 
Sophie B. Hawkins at the Social 
You may remember pop-folk 
· singer Sophie. B. Hawkins for -either 
her 1992 hit "Damn I Wish I Was Your 
Lover," or her 1994 hit "As I Lay Me 
-Down." Her upcoming show at the 
Social should be a relaxed and low-key 
evening of tal(;)nted musicianship from · 
a woman who writes, produces, 
arranges and performs all her own 
music - including the nine instru-
ments she played on her 2001 album 
"Timbre." Hawkins' opening act is The 
Awakening. The doors open at 9:00, 
and the show costs $15. 
Bird Dog Bobby at Underground Bluz 
Bird Dog Bobby has been playing 
music since 1967. He won the "Best 
R&B Act in Tampa Bay" award .twice." 
.. 
Him and his band, The Honey Hounds, -
1 
· have played all over Florida including 
the House of Blues. You can catch this 
blue guitar rock n' roll show at 8 p.m. 
for $2 at Underground Bluz. 
SATURDAY Sept. 28 
. ,
The Beatings at Will's Pub 
Boston band The Beatings has 
made its way down to Orlando in sup-
port of its February release "Italiano." 
This melodic rock band leaves the crit-
ics with nothing but positiv~ things to 
say. Opening bands include The Chase 
Theory from Sarasota, ~d Venusian 
Skyline from Vero Beach. This is an 18 
and over show at Will's Pub. It costs 
$5, and starts at 8 p.m. 
Late Knights in the Student Union 
This is th~ first Late J<iughts 
ever; so don't m.iss out. Guitar-playing 
c:;omedian Craig Carmean will be there 
for your listening pleasure. Carmean 
received a nomination for comedian of ' 
the year in 1999. Other happenings 
include a showing of The Waterboy 
with Adam -Sandler, karaoke, and a live 
DJ. This event begins at 9 p.m. in the 
Student Union, and is free. 
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·Menu prices set at franchisees' discretion 
FROM PAGE 20 
We_ndy's franchises offer the 
a 'Super Value Menu' at the 
price of 99 cents," -said Kitty 
Munger, the public relations 
,, manager for Wendy's. · 
This puts the UCF 
Wendy's , among the 10 per-
cent that do not have stan-
a dardized prices. 
The price on campus of 
the· "Super Value Menu" at 
Wendy's was raised on Jan. 
0 4, 2002. 
"The reason for this is 
strictly economic," said Keith . 
(J Begley, the Chief Operations. 
Manager for the Orlando and 
Tampa Wendy's locations. 
Begley said the other · 
stores on · average have ·an 
annual rent increase of 
roughly 2 percent. The UCF 
franchise had an unexpected 
0 47 percent increase. 
The other restaurants at 
UCF were not affected by 
. . 
this increase, so their prices 
stayed the ·same. 
Here is a quick run down 
of the competitor's pricing 
plans and deals. Sbarro 
offers the same prices on 
campus as well as the one in 
the Fashion Square Mall. 
You can, be sure to get a 
cheese slice for $2.50 includ-
ing tax at both places. _On 
campus, one thing it offers is 
combo meals because it 
helps the students out. On 
Fridays, it offers $1.50 pizza 
slices after 5 p.m. in the 
Union because business is 
slower and they try to get rid 
of the food. · 
"I hope to try to do this 
promotion on more days 
than Friday though," said 
Kim Tardieu, the manager of 
the Sbarro in the Student 
Union. 
Baja Burrito Kitchen 
· offers soup · and salad spe-
cials on campus; as well ~s 
. Tailgating requires 
. game-day strategy 
FROM PAGE 1 
ence major. 
The prediction from Vick 
Gill, a senior management 
G information systems major: 
"It will end up as one mess of 
a.keg fest." 
For the uninitiated, tail-
gating is the practice of 
pn.lling up !o the game with a 
carload of friends, food, cool-
<> ers and a good-time attitude 
that _guarantees a victory for 
your side no matter who wins 
the game. 
1._-.. This last fact is especially 
important on a day when the 
kickoff won't take place until 6 
ti' p.m. Fpr those who rise early 
and head over to the stadium 
to claim their turf hours 
before the last-minute throng 
_ descends, .that can leave a iot 
of down time. How do they fill 
it? 
"Basically," said Jared 
(J Cartier, a senior business 
major and veteran tailgater, 
"it consists · of walking around 
a lot, mingling with people and 
a lot of yelling at innocent 
bystande~." 
But that doesn't diminish 
it the need to organize the 
assault. For students Cartier, 
Gill, Murphy and their friends, 
. tailgating is a full-contact 
sport. They refuse to sit on the 
sidelines and be lowly specta-
tors. 
Here is their play-by-play: 
On game day, these boys 
tell everyone in their circle to 
meet at their house at about 
10:30 a.m. If people are late, 
the boys simply leave without 
them. The reason they meet 
liJ at someone's house is to elim-
inate the hassle of having to 
look for all . of their friends 
once they reach the game . . 
One of the most vital 
rules: .Everyone is in charge of 
finding his oWn. ride home. 
The guys said they can't be 
expected to hang out with the 
same people all day; they need 
_ to keep their options open and 
be ready for a pass. 
Wondering whom they 
allow to join in on their kind of 
fun? Believe it or not, they 
actually have a · VIP sign-up 
list on the wall at their house. 
If you are lucky enough to be 
on the list, you are expected to 
chip in about $10, which will 
be put towards transporta-
tion, food, alcohol l;llld whatev-
er other necessities are 
involved in m3.king it the best 
game experience ever. 
These MVPs of partying 
said they usually get two kegs 
for at the game and two kegs 
for the after-party. The menu 
includes hot dogs, :hamburg-
ers, subs and chicken. 
Even if by chance some-
body-might be a huge football 
fan, this usually goes down 
. the drain on game day. The 
only way some guys will wind 
up inside the stadill.Ul is if they 
followed some women inside, 
or if they need another beer, 
they saiii. 
And yet they're also on 
the alert; Those who drink 
have to keep it cool, because 
police and state agents are 
. out in full force with their eyes 
wide open for underage drink- . 
ing, as well as those of age 
who have been drinking too 
much. The consequences of 
getting busted can rei;;UJ.t in 
not-so-fun thiiigs such as 
classes; essays, fines and 
maybe even an appearance 
court. And that's a game-over, 
no-instant-replay scenario. 
As with all competitions, 
however, the drive to win may 
require an occasional risk. . 
But the upside to tailgat-
ing is obvious. Robby Ferrell, 
a senior marketing major, said 
bringing the party to the par~ -
ing lot is ideal because you 
can leave the mess there 
instead of at your house. 
"By ·the time the after'.-
party comes around/' he said, 
"we will all be so buzzed that 
we won't care too much about 
the mess." . 
two daily specials that include a 
drink, whereas off campus in 
Waterford Lakes they do not. 
Baja's is smart enough to.realize 
it helps profit if it offers special 
things at afford.able student 
prices. The other differences at 
the establishment are that on 
campus they do not have a kid's 
menu or serve beer and wine, b1,1.t 
what would be the point? At least 
here students know the prices 
have not been- jacked up and 
·instead Baja's is trying to give us 
an advantage. 
After stepping into the Ul).ion 
one can usually notice a line out 
the door at Subway. Part of the 
reason mo.st likely is that its 
· prices are the same on and off 
campus. It offers tlie same exact 
menu items at the same exact 
prices, unlike Wendy's. _ 
· Chik-Fil-A is another restau-
rant that offers the same prices 
on and off campus. 
Cheryl Spindle, the retail 
manager _for Chik-Fil-A, said: 
"We go so far as having a special . 
con.sultant come out each week to 
set the standard prices of meals 
and menu items.'" 
Attention: l.JCF' single women ages 17'-24 
Saturday, November 2, 2002 • -3:00pm 
Key West Room of the _Student Union 
MISS UNIVERSE 
Th• Mark of Btaut'f 
entrants to be escorted by 





Miss Orlando USA 
Carrie Mewha . 
Miss Florie/a USA. 
Miss Orlando USA 
$1 ,500 Sponsorship 
to the Miss Florida USA Pageant 
in June 2003 
1st, 2nd,. 3rd, 4th 
runners up 
$1 00 Savings Bond (each) 
Remaining 
Top 10 Semifinals 
$50 Savings Bond 
All Others 
$10 Cash Scholarships 
List of prizes published at a later date 
For more information, e-mail: afusa99@aol.COm 
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AMERICAN 
DUFFY'S SUBS 
. over 1 Millon Famous PhillY 






w/purchase of 2 large drinks CFF I 
expires 12/31/02 
.. ___________ ...
·-----------· 1 I I C FOOT LONG 
I MEADAll 
1 SANDWICH 
I w/purchase of large drink CFF 
• - ,;. - e!ri:;!S _l2f~1{.2,2 _ - - .i . 
.10042 ·Univel'SilV BIVd. 
One Mile West of UCf · 
Comer of ~n and llniV8rsllJ 
401-619-2448 
MEXICAN 
. ATIJUAHA ·w fLATS 
• Great Tex-MeJC 
•Cold Beer 
• laid Baok 
Atmosphere\!! 
11 Forida Locations 
7608 University Blvd. 
Corner of Goldenr"od and Univer"sity_ 
(UCf AREA) 
- (407) 6 73-2456 
Cool parl-tims jobs/ 
Call for an intsrvisw. 
PIZZA 
·~ 
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA si:;a · .. 
· Longnecks· 
'B':; All You _ can lat Wings 
Mon - Wed. nam - 2am 
407-282-4000 
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Kt Days a 
li week 
FROM ·PAGE'20 
SUNDAY Sept. 29 
Spiral Circle Jam 
At about 7 p.m. area musicians 
gather in ·front of Spiral Circle 
Bookstore in the downtown Orlando dis-
trict Th_ornton Park for, a hippie-style 
jam session. One person designated as 
"the leader" starts everyone off, but it is 
really an open forum to play or sing 
whatever you want. The singing and 
playing is not mandatory, anil neither is 
· the suggested $2 donation, but both are 
encouraged. The madness usually stops 
around 11 p.m., but if people want to 
keep going into the wee hours of the . 
morning, they do. 
MONDAY Sept. 30 
HUSH at the Student Resource (enter 
HUSH, Hip~Hop's Undergrou.nd 
Safe Haven, is the where it's at to hear 
· the best musicians Central Florida has 
to offer from this genre. Support local 
music at this all-ages event, which fea-
tures an MC battle, and a breaking 
showcase. HUSH 'starts at 8 p.m. at the 
Student Resource Center, and costs $1 
before 10 p.m., and $2 anytime after. 
· ~Backroom Words" hosted by Patrick Scott 
Barnes at Will's Pub 
- At seven-years-old, Backroom 
-. Words is the longest running SP.Oken 
word night in Orlando. ~s is an uncen-
sored ev~nt, and all forms of poetry are 
welcome. The best advice for this shindig 
is to get there. early to get your name on . 
the performer's list. Festivities begin at 
10 p:m., there. is no cover, but Will's 
won't let you in unless you are 21 or over. 
TUESDAY Oct. 1 
. Cody Chesnu TT at Back Booth 
Cody Chestnu'IT's made his debut 
8.lbum "The Headphone Masterpie'ce" by 
himself in his apartment with only 
instruments and a four-track. It is now 
· one of the most talked-about albums of -
this year. Although it is not out yet, there 
are some MP3's available on his web 
site, such as the soon-to-be single "Look 
Good In Leather." You may not have 
heard of him yet, but this guy will be big 
-time, and if you go to his show. at Back 
Booth now; you can brag that yoµ saw 
him before he was mainstream. This 
show is 18 and up, it starts at 9 p.m., and · 
costs $7. 
WEDNESDAY Oct. 2 
Hot Water Music at the Social 
Is Hot Water Music the best live 
band in the land? Just check 'em out and 
see that any ~ype you heard about them 
is absolutely true. 'l'.his Gainesville four-
some will rock_ your world. Hot Water 
Music has one of the largest local follow-
ings, and its shows _are always packed 
with fans that know every word to every 
song. This is guaranteed to be a good 
time for one and all - skip class if you 
have to, but go see them. Opening bands 
include Thrice · (also known to be good 
live), Choeed& Cambria and Against Me. 
Tickets are $12, and doors open at 8 p.m. 
at the SoCial. 
THURSDAY Oct. 3 
Dashboard Confessional at House of Blues 
Cheer up emo kid, Dashboard 
Confessional is playing a show at the 
House of Blues. If you have ever seen 
this band live, you know that it is more 
like a sing-a-long than a show; but it is _. 
definitely good times for one , and all. 
This South Florida band won the MTV2 
award for its song· "Sc_reaming 
Infidelities" at the VMA'.s.inAugust, and 
the.band's p_opularify has grown by the 
second ever since. Catch them with 
opening acts Ash, Hot Rod Circuit and 
Honorary Title. This all ages show starts 
at 7 p.m., and costs $16. 
. The_Centrdl,Florida Fut~re ·~ Sept~ni.ber. 26, iQ02'· ,' 
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Easy Come, easy go 
for the easygoing students. "JI; 
"I have my GTAs (teacher 
assistants) wait near .the 
doors and when a student 
shows up late,-they write down 
the persons name fr.om the ID 
card," said .Swanson. "This is 
the time where students learn 
how to be professional. If they 
can't show up on time for a 
class they can't make it in the 
real world." 
Some teachers punish late. students 
JEFFREY ASHKIN 
STAFF WRITER 
Out of bed at about 7 a~in., 
they put on whatever clothes 
are available, walk to tlie mar-
ketplace for breakfast and 
finally sit down for the 8 a.m. 
class, American History. 
Looking around the room, it is . 
noted that others did not do 
seem to find clothes available, 
were not able to get breakfast 
and would rather sleep in then 
bother going to class. Why 
should they. be there? Does it 
matter if they come? Questions 
like these appear when other 
students seem to get by'- with-
out an attendance record. 
'Mike Woods, who teaches 
American History on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays, is 
OK with this. 
"I would rather students 
not show up at all to Class then 
to come· midway during the 
lecture and interrupt the o~h­
ers," said Woods. "It's disre-
spectful tO me and to them." 
In. the same token, he does 
not appreciate students leav-
ing early from his class before 
they are dismissed.-
" I can understand if they 
approach nie before class 
begins and stay by the door 
and leave quietly, but other 
than .that it's not good," .said 
Woods. "They shouldn't be 
lackadaisical about showing 
up, it's their money wasted. 
My class goes by tlie Gordon 
Rule and it's unlikely someone 
can pass without ever attend-
ing.:'. 
Barry Griffiths, a math 
instructor, said students who 
come to class usually do bet-
ter. · 
"I make a big point to the 
class about attendance on the 
first day," said Griffiths. "I 
don't believe in bribing them to 
come in to class by giving 
extra credit for it. In class I 
embellish what is in the book 
and to give'better descriptions 
oI what is expected." 
For most students, - it's 
hard to learn one lesson in 
math if the previous one was 
missed. Cramming for a . big 
math test usually doesn't help, 
so it's onward to the math lab 
for some of the less frequent 
flyers to the lecture clas·s. 
Some profes.sors don't put 
up with these problems. 
Instructor Joanne Swan-
son, who teaches . chemistry, 
seems.to have a better solution 
With students fighting to 
get scholarships, begging to 
get into certain classes and 
tweaking their_ schedules to .. _ 
make sure they don~t . have 
classes on Fridays, it seems 
odd some still don't feet" the 
need to attend. Of cours.e med-
ical emergencies are_ a factor, 
but on a weekly basis it seems 
logical that _a student could 
attend. at least an hour of :his 
or her precious time in a class. 
At · 8:50 ~a.m.",. Woods looks 
at the clock, taps l!is Sharpie 
marker on the .table ·and class 
is ·dismissed. Some stuclents 
·1eave feeling ·good. They 
learned the ~esson and the day 
is open for clubbing or ~lasses. · 
It all depends on how laid-back 
· they are with their money. 
LSAT: Classes begin Thursday, Oct~· 1-7, .2002 . 
GMAT: ~l~sses begin Sunday, Oct. 20, 2092 · 
-GR,E: Classes begin Wednesday~ Oct. 16, 2002 ~ 
.-, 
MCAT: Classes begin Saturday, Oct. 5, 2002 
Contact us tod~y -to en.roll!_ 
KAPLAN 
1 ~ . a·oo-K -AP·TEST . 
kaptest.com · 
AOL keyword: Kaplan 
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
~orld leade;-
~ •n Test Prep . 
-
.... 
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Free stress · counseling available · 
NATALIA ZULUAGA I CFF 
Exercise is the best way to relieve stress, say many students. 
I• 
FROM PAGE 20 
aid money and are worried 
about how· they'll pay their 
bills." 
Said Bone: "In addition 
· to my five classes, I work 25 
hours every week in order to 
pay all my bills. Juggling -
both school and work can be · 
stressful, but . ·I b..ave . to 
work." 
Procrastinating on 
assignments always adds to 
student stress. 
"Pro~rastination and all-
night study sessions are def-
initely negative ways to deal 
·with stress," Harman said. 
"You tire your body and mind 
doing this and cause yourself 
more stress. The problem is 
that if doing these actions 
produce~ positive actions, 
for example, studying. all.-
night and then getting a good 
grade on the exam, you will 
continue to do them. 
"Time management is 
~1me management i~ 
essential to coping with 
stress. Developing good 
study habits and actaially 
using them .will help ... · 
Exercise is a great way to 
do this. 
-ROBERT L. HARMAN 
Director of the Counseling and Testiri Center 
essential to coping with 
·stress. Developing good 
study habi~s and actually 
using them will · help. It is 
also important to · work in 
- some fun time in yt=mr sched-
ule. Exercise is a great way 
~ to do this," he said. 
"If the body is not · pro- . 
vided any relief from stress, 
it can · produce somatic 
responses such as stom-
achaches, backaches, 
headaches and even ulcers," 
he _added. "Stress also low-
. ers the body's resistance fo 
germs; which is why n;iany 
students develop. the flu and 
colds during the semester." 
For students who are 
having trouble coping with 
the stress in their lives, 
counseling is available for 
free · at the Counseling 
Center. Sessions typically 
last for an hour. 
Group therapy is also 
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Saturday, October ·s, 2002 
from 2 - 6:00pm 
Free 'food, cold drinks, popcorn, balloons, 
downs, face ·painting, singing, health · fair 
anq free groceries to the needyl I 
Shopping Center 
1Ch6h 1 111 
U.C.F. 
Alafaya Tr. 
Come out for a .day 
of fun, food, and 
fellowship I 111 
z 
y 




FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT 
. CALL 823-3477 OR STOP BY THE 
STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER ROOM 150 
MONDAY - FRIDAY BAM - 5PM -
_http://pegas_us·.cc.ucf.edu/-drs 
Mediation is a. private, volunta~, decision-making 
process in which one or more impartial persons, .the 
mediator(s), assist people, org~nizatiorts, and 
.communities in conflict to work toward a variety 
of goals. This servic~ is available to the University 
community and is encouraged for those who have 
·. been unsucqessful in resolving their differrences. 
Focus on 
·Resolution .. ~UCF 
'· 
24 • Lifestyles 
CHUCK SHEPHERD 
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE 
Lead stories 
• September reports in the New York Post 
and the Toronto Star; quoting parents' Web 
site '\reviews" of . the Mattel . $19.99 Nimbus 
2000 pfastic-replica broomstick from the latest 
Harry Potter movie, highlighted its battery-
powered special effect: vibration. Wrote a 
Texas mother: "I was surprised at how long 
(my daugp.ter and her friends) can just sit in 
her room and play with this magic broom-
stick." Another said her daughter fights her 
son for it but complains that "the batteries 
drain too fast." A New Jersey mother, sensing 
a problem, said her daughter could keep play-
ing with it, "but· with the batteries removed." 
Still another mother, age 32, said she enjoyed 
it as much as her daughter. 
• In Perth, Scotland, in September, Edwin 
Young was ordered to pay Yvonne Rennie the 
equivalent of $10,000 for a 1998 accident that 
was caused when Young had an epileptic , 
seiZure while driving and lost control of his 
car: In an un-politically correct twist, almost 
$6,000 worth of t:tie compensation was to pay 
Rennje for the -post-trauma stress, including 
having to. endure watching Young while the 
seizure continued. 
Democracy in action 
In the June debate between Republican 
candidates for Alabama secretary of state, 
Dave Thomas heatedly-challenged Dean Young 
to a fistfight. And immediately after a ·June 
Democratic Party meeting in Atlantic City, N.J., 
the head of a: challenging faction and the head 
of the eventually victorious incumbent faction 
pulled knives on each other. And East Palo. 
Alto, C3.Iif., school board candidate . Leland 
Francois said he would remain on the 
November ballot despite disclosure that his 
only legal residence in '• the district was a 
vacant lot that housed his van, sleepmg bag 
and portable stove. And disbarred lawyer Mike 
Scliaef er announced he was running simulta-
neously (and legally) for a county office in Las 
Vegas, Nev., and the GOP nomination for_ an 
Ari.Zona congressional s~at. · · 
Megalomaniacs on ·parade 
Turkmenistan's president Saparmurat 
Niyazov made two decrees five days apart .in 
August, first cJlanging the names of the ·seven 
days o~ the week and the 12 months of the year, 
e.g., April became "Gurbansoltan-edzhe" (the 
name of· Niyazov's mother), and Tuesday 
became "Young Day." In the second decree, 12-
year life cycles were created, begiiining with 
"childhood," "adolescence" (up to age 25), on 
up to ''wise" (age 73 to 85) and "old" (to 97). 




_with Amazing Fall Savings! 
for· UCF ··students· starting -a1 onlv/~510 · ~ 
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_ 1 Three Little Pigs' 
nemesis 
SFellow 




16 Lots of land 
17 Umps' cohorts 
18 Reed in the 
winds 
19 Abbey Theatre 
founder 




24· Cosmo or astro 
follower 
25 Most extensive 
27 Subduers 
30 Actor Lon 




37 Macbeth's rnle 
38 Charles or · 
Bradbury· 
39 BeC:oming milder 
~-with age · 
42 Bushy row 
44 Short section of 
track 
45 Goes by 
46 White and Ford 
48 Pear choice 
49 Excitement 




60 Winwood or Allen 
· 61 _ vera 
62 Continental 
currency 
63 Ore analysis 
64 Dryer residue 




3 London elevator 
4 Mesh fabric 
5 Refrain 
6 Nun's attire 
7 Bard's river 
© 2002 Tri>une Media Setvices, Inc 
Allright•,__j_ 
8 Banana wrap.? 
9 Woodruff: 
flavored punch 
1 o Best pitcher 
11 Cemeteries 
12 Doles (out) 
13 Selling feature 
21 Jug lugs 
22 Not in the dark 
26 Morning moisture-




28 Shaft between 
wheels 
29 Grain grinders of 
old 
30 French Open 
winner of 1989 
31 Suspend 





40 Lang. course 
41 Homer's epic 
42 Jumble 
43 Got free 
45 Small cavity 
46 Model wood 
47 Makes a long 
story short? 
48 Part of BLT 







55 Seth's son 
57 A Gabor 
) 
~ ~" 
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Go 'Ballfstic,' but not for 'Eeks. vs. Sever' 
Overabundant _action scenes a-detriment to film -
CRAIG BROOKS 
STAFF WRITER . 
The day is calm. A cool 
breeze falls over your shoul-
ders. Everything seems ·right in 
~ the world. Then, all of the sud-
. ; den, your car explodes, sending 
you fl:¢ng backward. When you 
st,agger to get up., you see your 
•· wife's · car bursts into flames. 
Your world is destroyed. You are 
Jeremiah Eeks, super agent for 
•11., the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. For eigI?-t 
years, your wife ·has been dead 
and then suddenly, the assistant 
" director of the FBI calls you and 
ctaims to know the whereabouts 
of your dead wife. From that 
point on, you fall into a pit of 
~· gunfire, kung-fu fighting and 
car · explosions that come 
together to forrir"Ballistic: Eeks 
. •. vs. Sever.". 
~Ballistic" certainly has its 
share of attractive stars. 
Antonio Banderas· (Agent Eeks) 
~ is the latin heartthrob from 
such lovable movies as: 
Desperado, Original Sin and 
The Mask of Zorro. For the gen-
tlemen, there is the stunning 
Lucy Lui ·(Agent Sever) who is 
known for her roles in the tele-
vision show Alley ¥cBeal and 
her role. in the blockbuster 
might think that they are bat-
tling against one another, when 
in :reality, that only occurs for 
· one-third of the movie. During 
the other two-thirds, they team 
up to fight the greater evil, 
which isn't really known . 
The bad guy had no -solid 
roots, no evil. organization to be 
a part of, in fact, he may have 
even been -a part of the 
American government. 
Basically, it didn't make 
sense when it came down to the 
bad guy/good guy differences. 
- Most movies fall info either 
the category of good or bad. 
"Eeks vs. Sever'' is · another 
story all t-Ogether. It manages to 
Charlie's Angels. coVRTESY WARNER BRos. PICTURES 
Upon viewing the title of the Lucy Liu stars in the explosive action 
• movie, "Eeks vs. Sever," one · adventure "Ballistic: Eeks Vs. Sever." 
escape the reahir of good or bad 
and plummet into the "what the 
hell?" zone. 
Upon leaving the theatre, 
you aren't sure whether or not 
you loved it or hated it. Yet, you 
do know that the action and 
romance were both semi-enjoy-
able, however-the incongruities 
leave you empty inside. 
There·seems to be an over-
abundance of action in such a 
short period of time. "Ballistic" 
spans only 91 minutes and for 
about 75 of them; the movie is in 
slow-motion bullet- time. ··Bullet 
time is a slow motion form that 
allows the viewer to watch the 
bullets fly out of the weapons 
one by one. It is a wonderful fea-
ture used in movies, but used 
way too heavily in "Eeks vs. 
Sever." , 
COURTESY w ARNER BROS. PICTURES 
Lucy iiu and Antonio Banderas, who start off as opposing agents, get better acquainted in the film. 
On the other hand, the 
movie does have some great there are $ome clear qu~stions 
qualities. There is one particu- though. How the hell 'does every-
lar scene where Lucy Lui deci- one in the movie know kung-fu? 
mates several heavily armed Seriously. Not Just the agents, 
men to obtain a package that but everyone. It doesn't seem 
they were guarding. To do this, right. Also, what is Banderas' 
s:tie uses explosives, fully auto- deal with the shotgun? For 
matic weaponry and these real- every scene that Banderas was 
ly neat sticks that she hits peo- in, there were seven in which he 
ple with. . had a shotglin, totaling approxi-
Antonio Banderas has a mately 78 percent of his screen-
similarly cool scene in which he time: Do the math. 
shows off in a bar, incapacitat- "Ballistic: Eeks vs. Sever" 
ing two ·FBI henchmen sent to is an interesting display of 
pick him up. lights and colors. Then again, 
Throughout all the action just about every film has a 
series of lights and colors, so 
that really isn't a great judge. In · 
the end, _it comes down· to a few 
points. There are too many 
explosions, a tiny smidge of 
comedy, a bit of romance, lots of 
butt-kicking, way too much slow 
motion and it is a ljttle hard to 
folloW: If that sounds Hke your 
bag, it is the best movie ever 
created. U not, go ahead and go 
ballistic on some.thing, just not 
in the theater at "Eeks vs. 
Sever." 
Local and LOttg Distance Telephone Service Provider 
.EARN UP JO 
: 814.DD Hourtyl_: 
~, 11111Time1-PaH .Time· ·paid.Trainina · 
;. Part Ti111' lloars: 
Nights B·IB PM • Mid Bhitt 12-B:aaPM I! #if/If 3-ll:BBPM 
J 
ND EXPERIENGI NIGESSARY 
lull Time Benefits: 
Holidays, Personal Days 
£ompany Matching fBIK 
Business casual attire • Paid Vacation 
. Right around the 
corner from UCf 
Job.line·· 407·313·1391 
-. 12001 Science Dr. • Orlando, fl 3212& 
EOE/DFWP 
'1> 
~~1 :'S i 
~ "" 10011ELPW~ 450 llErAIL . 
~~~ J:j ~ 200FoRSALB 500 ON CAMPvs 
~ I 250 Alll'OMOTIJ'E 550 EJ'BNTS 
~:::l I 300 FOR llENr 600 GREEK LIFE I.Lo.£>; 325HOMBS 700Mlsc 3361 Rouse Rd. , Suite 160 Orlando, FL 32817 
lassifieds 
Thursday September 26, 2002 
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: ( 407) 44 7-4556 
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com 
In Person: University Court, Suite 160 
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A) 
3 pm. FrL for Mon. Issue . 
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue 
Cash, Check, 
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX 
407-447-4555 • tlassijieds@IJClfuture.com e 350 ROOMMATES 750 TRAVEL 400 SBRYICBS SOORBUGION 
mm HELP WANTED 
Interested in Modeling? 
Visit 
ww.w.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm 
t for information on this 
exciting opportunity. . 
Valet Parking - Positions starting at 
- $9 - $12/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
. AM/PM positions available at upscale 
hotels In the Downtown Orlando and -
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave-voicemail. 
OUT~OF-THE-BOX BROWNIES 
Needs BROWNIE EATERS 
_ immediately!! _ 
· For a chance to Y!in up to $10,000 in 
cash, prizes & scbolarships. Detail 
& Products at most college 
bookstores or visit our web site @ 
www.outoftheboxbrqwnies.com 
Bartende'rs Needed 
No Experience Necessary 
Earn Up T°'$300 per-Day 
866-291 -1884 xFLO:l 
mm HELP WANTED 
PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica 
· Financi~I Services, a subsidiary of 
Citigroup is looking to hi~e 4-5 
students. High compensation 
potential! Set your own hrs. 
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263. 
FEMALE SMOKERS • Attractive, 
thin females who s·moke needed for 
confid_ential phone interview (not 
anti-smoking), Selected callers earn . 
$50. Leave name and number and 
your call will be returned ASAP. 
888-355-0322 Toll Free. 
Go Shopping, Eat Out, See A Movie ... 
And Get Paid to Do It! 
Visit www.WorkAtDorm.com 
BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10 
. Base/Appt PIT Flexible around 
classes No Exp. Necessary, Great For 
Students, scholarships, Gust svc/sales 
conditions apply. Apply ASAP 
407-862-8786 4collegework.com 
Work Anywhere! 
Earn $500-$1700/mo. PT 
or $20.00-$5500/mo. F.T 
www.financialfortune.com 
or call 407-497-9922 
mm HELP WANTED 
$1 OO's to $1 ,000's paid weekly stuffing 
envelopes. For fr~e info. rush 
self-addressed stamped envelope to 
P.O. Box 622772; Oviedo,.FL 32762 
Internet Users Wanted!! 
$20/hour possible while 
using the internet. 'For details/ 
online Registration see 
http://dmx.icollegedirect.com/si 
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL 
bartending. Training provided. -· 
1-800-293-3985 ext 1 oo 
. Advertisrng Reps 
Needed 4 Web site. 
wwW. ExtremeSupplements.net 
PIT (make your own schedule. Pays 
$100-$150/week. Call Extreme 
Supplements @ 1-800-476-1720 
Paintball Tournament in mid. Oct. 
FREE Food, Paint, Equp. & Buffet. 
Call Zac at 407-325-0535 or 
zharvey@redstormpaintball.com 
for more info. 
::Th_e·Orlando Clinical Research Center Is Conducting 
An lmp0rtant Clinical Research ,Study _Of An 
· 1nvestigational Vaccine Being Developed To. 
lmmu.nize Against HIV. 
To participate in this study the followind must apply: 
o Ages 18 to 50 -. 
mm HELP WANTED 
Assistant Needed: Female in Wheel 
. Chair needs assist for daily living 
activities. Various Hours & good Pay. 
Must be very dependable, so-me light 
lifting required. Call Karyn @ 
407 -835-8190 
Full Time Leasing Agent needed 
for potential long term employment. 
Experience Preferred. Call 
407-673-4401 or Fax resume 
to 407-998-3787. 
Put 300 Scientists · 
to work for you. 
For more info. call 1-800-350-8282 · 
or e-mail information300@aol:com. 
The UCF Men's Basketball Team is 
seeking students interested in 
becoming a team manager/student 
• assistant for the upcoming 2002-03 
season. Individuals intersted in 
going into coaching and who are 
extremely excited about college 
basketball are preferred. Please 
call 407-823-5805. 
MOMMY's Helper Needed!!FRl=E 
RENT! (or live-out wage) to care for 
busy mom's 2 girls 10-20 hrs/wk 
(4:30-6:30 M-F flexible). We are & you 
must be nice, neat and lov_i ng, ~ate 
driver. BCKGND check. Call T~rri 
@ 407-948-6104. 
2 ~es (1 week): 
8 Issues ( 4 weeb ): 








Charges listed above inclup.e an ad of 
up to five lines, 35 characters per line. 
$1/wk for each additional line. 
mm HELP WANTED 
Envir:onmental lab _ . 
needs PT help, 
up to 20/hrs per week. Prefer 
mornings -M-F, but we're very 
flexible. Science major/minor· is 
tjelpful. $1 O/hr. Call John or 
Jennifer at 407-382-5742. 
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day 
potential. Looking for exciting and 
outgoing people. Training provided. 
No experience needed. Call 
/1-800-965-6520 ext 107 
mJ AUTOMOTIVE 
96 Chrysler Sebring 
Convertible.(crJf)White, Auto., A/C, 
Pwr windows & seats. Exe. cond., 
Warranty. $6800. Call 407-341-7714. -
Unfurnished .Room avail asap in 
furnished 3/2 home 1 mi from UCF. 
$425/mo includes Cable, Util, Road 
Runner, W/D. Roommates.are quiet, 
clean. Non-smoker only please. 
Call Brian at 407-971-9602. 
NS Female w/cat to share 2/2 house 
in quiet area off Red Bug--Lake. 
-NS female wanted for pvt bed, bath, 
· 1/2 garage. House furnished, 
b~droom not. $450/mo inclu util 
(not phone or !=able). 407-312-3264 
Serious Roor:nmate wanted to share 
New, furnished 5/3 home in SE 
Orlando. $400 + util. Non-smoker, no 
. pets. Call 407-376-4984 
2/2 Duplex. 1, 100 sq. ft. in quiet 
community. All units are ground floor 
· .. with new appliances, tile and carpet. 
$725/mnth. Call 407-381 ~5105 
or 407-833-8199. 
UCF/WINTER PARK - 1,2,3 Br. up _ 
to 1 mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT! 
Call Ken at Apartment Hunters for 
a FRl;E search! In office, by fax or 
e-mail 407-282-0980. ASK FOR KEN. 
Waterford Lakes Home. 
2 rooms for rent in 3/2. 
5 min. from. campus. W/D Pool , tennis 
& basketball court. All util. incl. plus 
. cable. ONLY $475/month. 




o Meet Study Requireme.nts 
o Willing to make 18 outpatient visits GREETERS n EDED! .~ 
Compensation up to $850.00Jor participation. 
Call today for more information: 
( 407) 240-7878 
Orlando Clinical Research Center 




PT shifts auailable 7. days .a. week· at 
Orlando International Hirport 
greeting uisitors and passing~ 
out our ·"See Orland~" publicatiQn • 
.. Standing .and some 
heauy lif:ting required: 
- ' 
Call Sheila at 94·1-342-2368 
September26, 2002 • The Central Florida Future· 
NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR® 
CREDIT PROBLEMS1 
~sk about our 110% Money Back Guarantee 
Bill .Lavender - Cell: (352) 978-1960 -
Regional Representative Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free) 
· · 'Fantastic Sams 
• 
+ 
CUTS • PERMS • COLOR 
-Experiencea Stylists-
- Ask about- other UCF specials 
10691 E. Colonial 




Alafaya Club. Furnished 1 bed/1 bath 
in 3/3 apt. $495/month incl elec, local 
phone, water, cable, trash, pest ctrl. · 
2 miles to UCF. Free deposit. Call 
(407)313-8018 or 791-3090 for details. 
Room in New 4/2 Furnished House.only 
$425 incl util/cable. Pool, Big Screen, 
pool table, volley ball. 5 min to ucf. 
Rooms·come w/beds. Asians pref. 
no pets. Call Paul° 407-468-3161 
RENT A FURNISHED 
BEDROOM $275!!! 
Only a Mile from UCF.J-lome is Fully-.. 
Fumished. Females only please. 
~all Tiffany .at 407-273-904?. 
ml] ROOMMATES 
Furnished Large Bedroom, w/d, kitchen 
available only $425/mo includes 
utilities. Great-location in Winter Park. 
Call 407-657-1918 or 321-279-3862 
2 roommates needed in 4 bdrm house 
15 min to ucf, flexible invid. leases · 
$400/month inclds-rent, water,elec, 
cable,phone,lawn service. Females 
only plz! Contact Jennifer 
407-677-4782 or 923-1484 
· Room for Rent. House near VCC. 
7 mins to UCF. 3bd/2.5ba. Util, dig. 
cable, and DSL incld. Quiet neigh. 
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit app·r. 
Female/gay male. 407-761-1270. 
ml SERVICES 
German Tutoring (Native Speaker) 
Only $15/hr 
Call 407-671-5086 or 407-761-9627 
Ask for -Carina! 
CERTIFIED PERSONAL TRAINING 
WHERE: Rec & Wellness Cente. 
FOR: Students & Faculty/Staff 
Student Success-A seminar - October 
5th and 19th Learn to speed read, 
memorize anything, cut study time 
in half, really retain what you learn, & 
Improve your grades by one full point 
or more in less that 60 days if you 
LEARN and USE these techniques. 
12noon-8 Pm Each Day Prepay to 
Save 50% orpay $100.00 at the door. 
Show College ID.and Pay Only $20.00 
per day". Private sessions available , 
available orf audio tape as well . 
407-851-0945 or www.HypnoDean.com 
"Healthy Eatin.g-College Style" 
Free meeting with Registered 
Dietitian to learn how to fit good 
nutrition into your busy lifestyle. 
. -Thursday, 7 pm, Campus Wellness 
Center 407-823-5841 .. 
Ever feel like you just need to 
release all that TENSION from 
HEAD to TOE? Free Relaxation 
Workshops 4;30-5:3Q_this.Monday 
and next Mond~y at the Campus 
·wellness Center 407-823-484. 
Is your eating or drinking getting 
out of control? OA (Overeaters 
Anonymous) and AA (Alcoholics 
Anonymous) meet weekly in the 
· Campus Wellness Center. Call 
407-82~·5841 for days and times. 
Need Health Insurance???[ 
Get a free Quote @ 
( 407)679-5000. 
We are Financial Centers of America 
lo,eated @6972 Aloma Ave, 
' - Winter Park. 
Don't Know What to Do with Your 
Extra Money? We can help you put 
this money in a safe place that will 
earn interest!! Come see us @ 
Financial Centers of America locd. -
@6972 Aloma Ave, Winter Park. 
Call John or Bonnie at 679-5000. 
ml RETAIL 
• AT GREAT RATES! Call 407-823-5841 
Start your fitness program today. 
**Fundraising** 
No more washing cars or candy s~les. 
Use this unique fundraising opportunity 
for your organization .- For more ir-ifo. 
call 407-:673-0515 or 
., colemancomm@earthlink.net 
RESUME SERVICE :Specializing 
in Stuaent Resumes for entry-level 
positions in dream companies. 
. Call Leo at 407-970-2289 or email: 
studentresu mes@earthlink.net 
Friend or spouse's birthday? 
Send a cake to their office! 
DEIJVERED BEAUTIFULLY GIFf PACKAGED 
WITH NAPKINS, PLATF.5, FORKS, CANDLES, 
MA']'CHES, KNIFE AND BAllOONS! 
Gotta order the cake? 
. Take the hassle out! 
Buttercream, 
chocolate, carrot 
cakes, huge pies, 
cheesecakes, muffins, 
cookies and more! 
Prices start (407) 290-1515 
at onlv 521 95 
ml RETAIL 
AUDIO/STEREOPHILES, HOME 
THEATRE! Hear WhatYou Have Been 
Missing! Refine Your SounO! Acoustic 
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb 
Vibration ; Isolate Distortion, Secure 
Objects and Furniture for Stability. 
Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker 
to Any. Stand or Surface. Great for 
Center .Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood 
or Tile Floors. www.kleintechsy? .com 
~ON CAMPUS 
·Adjusting to College/Homesickness . 
Monday, Sept. 30 
7:00pm-8:30pm 
Student Union, Key West 2188 
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst 
Fraternities • Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
3 hour fundraising event. Our 
programs-make fundraising easy 
· with no risks. Fundraising dates 
are filling quickly, so get with 
the program! It works. 
Contact Campus Fundraiser at 
(888) 923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
JOIN UCF CKI 
Service, Leadership, Fellowship, 
and FREE FOOD (if you're lucky) 
Monday 6pm Student Union Rm 220 
For Info email: FLSB506@aol.eom 
lEil GREEKS 
~ 
KD Loves DU! 
Collect those cans. Let's win this 
for the fourth year in a row! 
Good luck to all the girls in the dance. 
AOT, your sisters 
fmi] Misc. 
AMPLIFIERS; PRO AUDIO, 
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, & 
RECORDING GEAR WANTED-
CASH. Call 407-363-5363. 
Find your someone special now. 
Call 1--900-255-2700 x 8829. 





Air, Hotel , Free FOOD & DRINKS and 
150% Lowest Price Guarantee! REPS 
WANTED! Organize 15 friends, earn 
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatr:nent, and 
cash to promote StudentCity.com! 
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email 
sales@studentcity.c_om today! 
ACT NOW! We guarantee the best 
spring break prices! South Padre, 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras. 
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed, 
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+. 
1-888 THINK SUN -
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626) 
www.springbreakdiscou~ts.com 
SPRING BREAK 03 :-
STA TRAVEL -
Your on campus student 
Travel agency offers the 
LOWEST SPRING BREAK PACKAGES 
To wherever you· want to go! 
Easy payment plans and flexible 
@ptions. Avoid internet scams and 
below par hotels. Book ·with the 
agency that's been there.-' 
STA Travel- UCF Student Union 
407.541 :2000 
Classifieds • 27 
Eiiii] RELIGION 
• Fun & Easy Transportation 
• Financing Avm1able 
• 2yr unlmited mileage warranty , · 
• 3 models/ 9 colors ~-
• Major aed"d cards accepted ~ 
Parts - Sales - Service 
Jet Ski Orlando 
(407) 8S9-3006 
ml SERVICES 
'Applicants Want~d to study 
Part IV of The Urantia Book. 
Earn $25,000! For details, 
is it www.eventodaward.co·m 
ml SERVICES 
Recent college grad?. 
Nol happy with yo~r current position? 
· Gel ready for your next iob search with 
.THE ULTIMATE 
• More than 1000 leading companies 
• Access thousands of job listings 
throughout the internet 
• Navigate all federal, state an_d local 
government websites · 
• Network with P.rofessional 
organizations 
• · Learn how to obtain professional 
licenses & certifications 
• 1 00 job search engines to search 
and post· resumes 
Entrv-Level, Mid-Professional, -
Up To High/Pro Executive Positions 
Attorneys • Management ,• Administration 
Accountants • Finance • Sales •Teachers · 
Computer Programmers • IT Pros 
Networkers • Maintenance • Mechanics 
This is Your·one-Stou·career Shop! 
I will guarantee yo·ur satisfaction! 
There ore: 
1 . More than a thousand companies who 
ore looking for people like yourself. 
2. Almost every City, County, Local 
& State Agency. 
3. Almost every Federal Agency. 
4. Well ~ver a.hundred Job Search Engines . . 
5. Websites to help you throughout your life. 
Product Information: 
Option "A" B9~k version only $25 
Option "B" Book version & CD-ROM $30 
Ordering Information: 
Please fill in your info below & maii with check or money order. 
Your Name:~----------------------------~· 
YourAddress: --------------------------~ 
·Larry S. Wagner (UCF •oo, B.S.B.A.) 
P.O. Box 721484, Orlando, FL 32872-1484 
' Allow 4-6 weeks for shipping. 
Call for information: 407-797-16 7 4 
or e-mail any questions to: Lwa.gner900@aol.com 
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Xbox/ Mini QB _ 
Games in Sand Key 
. ' 
. . ' 
· nJ!Kar~oke 
. Cape Fl. Ballroom. . ·. 
3rd Floor ~f SU. - . · _ 
. --
. , . 
·.· · · ·. Adaln ·~alldler 
_ · · . in "Thl' Watei-boy" . ; 
·. · .. · ·' EgBlont Key, Rm 224 ·· Sand Art . 
· 2nd Floor of SU . 
. - . 
. 1· 
. · · Coln~dian:~r~ig C~rmean 
a_n~ FREE:P~.oi . FREE.FOOD . 
atWackadOO•s · .· in G~rden Key 
·-
. . . 
· For- mor~ · info d~op -by. llm~· 208 in the SU or.call us at. 407.823~6471 
)" 
osa.Ucf~edu 
\ 
